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ABSTRACT

Dynamic treatment regimes, also called adaptive interventions, guide sequential treat-

ment decision-making in a variety of fields, including healthcare and education. Dynamic

treatment regimes accommodate differences between individuals and changes in individ-

uals over time. Sequential randomized trials are a specific type of trial design useful for

developing high-quality dynamic treatment regimes. Sequential randomized trials utilize

re-randomization of individuals over time in order to discover how to sequence, time, and

personalize treatments. Two of the most commonly used sequential randomized trial de-

signs are sequential multiple assignment randomized trials and micro-randomized trials.

In this thesis, we contribute to both the design and analysis of sequential randomized

trials. We describe design considerations for sequential randomized trials in online edu-

cation. We present the design and analysis for a sequential randomized trial developed to

reduce dropout in a massively open online course. We also develop statistical methodol-

ogy and sample size formulae for sequential multiple assignment randomized trial designs

which include cluster-level randomization. The techniques are inspired by a trial aiming

to develop high-quality dynamic treatment regimes for mental health clinics. Lastly, we

illustrate the design, describe the analysis, and present results of a large micro-randomized

trial aiming to develop mobile health interventions for improving medical interns’ mental

health.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

An intervention (or treatment) is anything provided or manipulated in order to improve

an outcome for an individual or group of individuals. Interventions are found in a variety

of fields. In health, interventions (such as psychiatry appointments or mindfulness apps)

can help individuals overcome depression and adopt healthy behaviors. In education, inter-

ventions (such as motivational messaging or gamification) can help prevent learner dropout

and improve course engagement.

In these fields, there is often heterogeneity in intervention effectiveness. Heterogeneity

exists both between individuals (i.e., different individuals respond differently to interven-

tions) and within an individual over time (i.e., an individual responds differently to an

intervention at different times). To accommodate this heterogeneity, interventions should

be adaptive. Dynamic treatment regimes, also called adaptive interventions or adaptive

treatment strategies, are sequences of rules which specify how to adapt (or re-adapt) inter-

ventions across individuals over time (Murphy et al., 2001). The adaptation can provide

different interventions to different types of individuals (to account for heterogeneity be-

tween individuals) and can provide different interventions to the same individual over time

(to account for heterogeneity within individuals). In order to substantially improve individ-

uals’ outcomes, developing high-quality dynamic treatment regimes is critical.

When developing high-quality dynamic treatment regimes, questions often arise about

timing, personalizing, and sequencing interventions: When are certain interventions most
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effective? Which variables should be used to decide future intervention delivery? What is

the best sequence of interventions to provide? Sequential randomized trials are specif-

ically designed to answer these questions and, in turn, create high-quality dynamic treat-

ment regimes (Almirall et al., 2018). In sequential randomized trials, a subject is random-

ized multiple times to different intervention options throughout the experiment. Sequential

randomized trials are advantageous over single-randomized trials (e.g., 2 arm randomized

control trial); through re-randomization, researchers can answer important questions re-

garding timing, personalizing, and sequencing of interventions. Two of the most common

types of sequential randomized trials are sequential multiple assignment randomized trials

(SMARTs) (Murphy, 2005) and micro-randomized trials (MRTs) (Klasnja et al., 2015).

SMARTs are a type of sequential randomized trial in which there are typically a small

number (one or two) of re-randomizations and future randomizations often depend on re-

sponse to prior intervention. For example, in a prototypical SMART, individuals are first

randomized to one of two different intervention options. Then, at a pre-specified decision

point following the initial intervention, users who did not respond to the initial intervention

are re-randomized to different intervention options. Users who did respond to the initial

intervention are not re-randomized and continue with the efficacious initial intervention

(Pelham et al., 2016).

MRTs are a type of sequential randomized trial which uses a large number (hundreds

or thousands) of re-randomizations in order to understand the short-term (proximal) ef-

fects of interventions. MRTs are useful for interventions that can be delivered quickly and

frequently, such as mobile health interventions (i.e., text messages, notifications, or other

interventions delivered through mobile devices) (Klasnja et al., 2015). The high frequency

of intervention delivery permits the large number of re-randomizations.
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1.1 Gaps in the Design and Analysis of Sequential Randomized Trials

Due to the complexity introduced through re-randomization, researchers need to think

carefully about the design and analysis of sequential randomized trials. Design of sequen-

tial randomized trials needs to thoughtfully account for both statistical and domain-science

considerations, especially when being conducted in novel domains. Statistical methodol-

ogy needs to be developed which can account for the complex randomization schemes in

sequential randomized trials. Lastly, statistical analyses need to be thorough in order to

exploit the rich data provided by a sequential randomized trial.

In this thesis, I contribute to both the design and analysis of sequential randomized tri-

als. I describe the design considerations for sequential randomized trials in a novel appli-

cation area, online education. I develop statistical methodology and sample size formulae

for a novel sequential randomized trial design which includes cluster-level randomization.

Lastly, I illustrate the design, describe the analysis, and present results of a large sequential

randomized trial involving over 1,000 individuals being randomized for 6 months. This

sequential randomized trial aims to develop mobile health interventions to improve indi-

viduals’ mental health.

1.2 Overview of Thesis

In this section, I detail three specific projects involving the design and analysis of se-

quential randomized trials. For each of these projects, I first provide background informa-

tion and then describe the key contributions.

1.2.1 Sequential Randomized Trials in Scaled Digital Learning Environments

Though prevalent in healthcare, sequential randomized trials are rarely used to develop

high-quality dynamic treatment regimes in education (Hedges, 2018; Almirall et al., 2018).

In scaled digital learning environments, such as massively open online courses or intelligent
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tutoring systems, sequential randomized trials are even less prevalent (we do not know of

any examples previously). Experimental designs in scaled digital learning environments

are typically designed with a single randomization, such as A/B tests or single-randomized

factorial designs (Kizilcec and Brooks, 2017).

Developing dynamic treatment regimes with sequential randomized trials can be valu-

able in scaled digital learning environments. Data (such as course clicks, videos watched,

problem completion, answer submissions) are collected quickly and easily. These data can

be used to both evaluate and adapt interventions in real-time. Scaled digital learning envi-

ronments also permit easy intervention delivery; since interactions in these environments

are virtual, intervention delivery can be automated. Lastly, these online courses often have

a large number of users and typically restart every few weeks, resulting in increased statis-

tical power to test hypotheses and making it possible for repeated experimental iterations

(e.g., exploratory trial followed by a confirmatory trial, Collins et al. 2007).

1.2.1.1 Contribution

In our work (NeCamp et al., 2019), we designed, implemented, and analyzed the first

sequential randomized trial developed for a scaled digital learning environment. As dropout

is a major issue in online courses, the trial aimed to develop a high-quality adaptive email

intervention to remind students to return to the course before dropping out. Our work

highlights the particular benefits of using sequential randomized trials in scaled digital

learning environments. It also discusses special design considerations that are necessary

when using sequential randomized trials in this setting.

1.2.2 Estimation Methodology and Sample Size Formulae for Clustered Sequential

Randomized Trials

Most dynamic treatment regime development occurs for dynamic treatment regimes

at the individual-level (Methodology Center, 2016). Individuals are provided a sequence
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of treatments and decision rules for how to adapt that treatment. In turn, sequential ran-

domized trials used to develop high-quality dynamic treatment regimes also occur at the

individual-level. Sometimes, however, dynamic treatment regimes may need to be deliv-

ered at the cluster-level. For example, dynamic treatment regimes may be delivered to an

entire school or mental health clinic, with the goal of helping the students or patients within

those clusters (e.g., Kilbourne et al. 2014).

In order to develop high-quality cluster-level dynamic treatment regimes, researchers

can utilize a particular type of sequential randomized trial, the cluster-randomized SMART.

In a cluster-randomized SMART, sequential randomization occurs at the cluster-level, with

outcomes observed at the individual-level. Due to the inherent dependence between out-

comes of individuals within the same cluster, standard statistical methodologies and sample

size formulae need to be modified. Sample size formulae and estimation methodologies

which account for this dependence do not exist.

1.2.2.1 Contribution

This work (NeCamp et al., 2017) makes two contributions to the design and analysis of

cluster-randomized SMARTs. First, a weighted least squares regression approach is pro-

posed for comparing the cluster-level dynamic treatment regimes embedded in a SMART.

The regression approach facilitates the use of baseline covariates, which is often critical

in the analysis of cluster-level trials. Second, sample size calculators are derived for two

common cluster-randomized SMART designs. The methods are motivated by the Adap-

tive Implementation of Effective Programs Trial (Kilbourne et al., 2014), which is, to our

knowledge, the first cluster-randomized SMART in psychiatry. The trial aims to develop

high-quality dynamic treatment regimes to improve the implementation of evidence based

practices in mental health clinics.
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1.2.3 Timing Mobile Health Interventions with Sequential Randomized Trials

Mobile devices, such as smart phones and wearables, are an ideal platform for dynamic

treatment regimes (Nahum-Shani et al., 2017). Mobile devices have the capability of deliv-

ering interventions, such as notifications or text messages, quickly and frequently. Mobile

devices can also collect real-time data (e.g., step count, heart rate) which can be used to

determine optimal times for delivering interventions.

A major problem with the creation of high-quality mobile health dynamic treatment

regimes is not knowing, apriori, when to send interventions. For example, would it be

better to send a depression coping message when someone is currently depressed and in

need or to send the coping message prior to the onset of depression when they may be

more amenable to behavior change? MRTs are able to answer questions about intervention

timing (Klasnja et al., 2015).

Since MRTs are a relatively new trial design, the design and analysis of MRTs are non-

standard. Designing MRTs also requires context specific considerations in order to ensure:

(1) the intervention and intervention delivery is practical and useful to the population of

interest, and (2) the resulting trial data can be used to answer the questions of interest.

1.2.3.1 Contribution

In this work, we designed and analyzed an MRT aiming to develop a high-quality mo-

bile health intervention. The intervention seeks to improve the mental health of individuals

in stressful work environments. More specifically, our intervention provides notifications to

help users improve their mood, increase their physical activity, and obtain sufficient sleep.

The primary and secondary aims of the study focused on assessing real-time intervention

moderators, variables measured throughout the trial which change the efficacy of treat-

ment. These moderators can subsequently be used to determine the best times to deliver

interventions.

To our knowledge, this is the largest and longest MRT run to date. The large size of
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our study gives us the ability to detect real-time moderators. Our design also has a unique

nested structure in order to answer questions at different time scales and accommodate the

needs of our study population. We present the design, analysis methods, and results of our

trial. We also discuss the implications of the results for the development of high-quality

mobile health interventions.

1.3 Organization of Thesis

In the next three chapters, I provide the details of the three contributions highlighted

above. In Chapter II, I discuss the use of sequential randomized trials in scaled digi-

tal learning environments (NeCamp et al., 2019). This chapter also provides a thorough

description of sequential randomized trials and their benefits for developing high-quality

dynamic treatment regimes. In Chapter III , I illustrate our sample size formulae and esti-

mation methodology for cluster-randomized SMARTs (NeCamp et al., 2017). In Chapter

IV, I describe the design and analysis of an MRT used to discover how to time mobile health

interventions for depression. Finally, in Chapter V, I discuss future work in the design and

analysis of sequential randomized trials.
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CHAPTER II

Beyond A/B Testing: Sequential Randomization for
Developing Interventions in Scaled Digital Learning

Environments

This work is originally published in NeCamp et al. (2019).

2.1 Introduction

In order to continually improve learner experience and maintain engagement, scaled

digital learning environments (SDLEs), such as Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs),

intelligent tutoring systems, and open-ended digital educational games, utilize interven-

tions. Interventions are modifications made to the learning environment or learners’ ex-

perience of it, including changing current course content, prompting users to return to the

course, or providing additional learning resources (e.g., Davis et al. 2018). It is common

to find interventions which are technological, pedagogical, or programmatic in their imple-

mentation.

In SDLEs, there is typically diversity both between learners (e.g., different learners

have different needs) (Kizilcec and Brooks, 2017), and within a learner over time (e.g., a

learner’s engagement may change throughout a course) (Kizilcec et al., 2013). To accom-

modate this diversity, interventions should be adaptive. Adaptive interventions can change

based on the type of learner (to account for diversity between learners) and change as a
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learner progresses through the course (to account for diversity within a learner) (Almirall

et al., 2018). For example, consider an intervention which introduces review problems

throughout a course. The frequency of review problems might adapt based on timing (e.g.,

learners may not need to review as often in later weeks). The frequency of review might

also adapt based on learner performance, building upon work on theories of spaced repeti-

tion (Reynolds and Glaser, 1964).

Due to the large number of users and ease of content manipulation in SDLEs, random-

ized controlled trials, such as A/B tests, are often used to evaluate intervention options.

Typically, these experiments are single randomized trials where each subject is randomized

once, and assigned to a single intervention option for the entire trial. However, when the

goal is to design a high-quality adaptive intervention in SDLEs, researchers may have im-

portant questions about the sequencing, timing, and personalization of intervention options

which cannot be answered by A/B tests.

In this work, we discuss and demonstrate the advantages of an experimental design

for developing high-quality adaptive interventions in SDLEs: the sequential randomized

trial (SRT). In SRTs, a subject is randomized several times to different intervention op-

tions throughout the experiment. Sequential randomization is beneficial over one-time

randomization for several reasons. Firstly, by re-randomizing, subjects receive a variety

of intervention sequences, and these various sequences can be compared to discover the

optimal intervention sequence. Secondly, instead of only being able to assess the overall

effect of receiving one particular treatment, sequential randomization lets researchers dis-

cover effects at smaller time-scales (e.g., treatment A does better in week 2 of the course,

but treatment B does better in week 3 of the course). These discoveries inform at what

time points certain interventions are most effective. Thirdly, re-randomization permits the

discovery of important variables measured throughout the course for adapting and person-

alizing an intervention. As opposed to only being able to discover baseline personalization

variables (e.g., treatment A works better for women), we can also discover mid-course per-
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sonalization variables (treatment A works better for subjects who have been active in the

course during the previous day).

The chapter is structured as follows: We provide an overview of related prior work on

experimentation and personalized interventions in SDLEs in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, we

formally introduce SRTs and compare them to other common trial designs. In Section 2.4,

to motivate the design we describe a novel SRT performed in MOOCs, the Problem-based

Email Reminder Coursera Study (PERCS). This was an experiment aiming to improve stu-

dent retention in an online course by developing a high-quality adaptive email intervention

which leverages aspects of cultural diversity and inclusion (Aceves and Orosco, 2014). This

case study both serves to illustrate the advantages of SRTs and provide context regarding

implementation and analysis. Section 2.5 details three specific advantages of running SRTs.

These advantages are exemplified by showing specific results from PERCS. We conclude

by providing some practical recommendations for researchers designing their own SRTs in

Section 2.6.

2.2 Prior Work

2.2.1 Adaptive Interventions

Adaptive interventions have been shown to be useful in SDLEs, and have been used

extensively in web-based adaptive educational systems (Brusilovsky and Peylo, 2003). For

instance, in Pardos et al. (2017), learners were provided personalized content recommenda-

tions based on their clickstream data, and in Davis et al. (2018), learners were provided per-

sonalized feedback on their learning plans. Adaptive sequences of interventions have also

been developed in MOOCs. For example, in David et al. (2016), sequences of problems

were adapted based on predictions of student knowledge acquisition. Similarly Davis et al.

(2018) chose quiz questions based on course content accessed previously by the learner.

While these are only a few examples of adaptive interventions in large scale learning envi-
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ronments, they motivate our desire to improve the process by which such interventions are

developed.

In the work discussed, adaptive interventions were developed using learning theory

and intention (Davis et al., 2018), or prediction and machine learning (Pardos et al., 2017;

Yu et al., 2017; David et al., 2016). In all examples, experimentation was not used to

develop the adaptive intervention. In some cases (Davis et al., 2018; David et al., 2016),

experimentation was used for evaluating the adaptive intervention. In these cases, an A/B

test is used to compare the designed intervention to a control.

Reinforcement learning techniques, such as multi-armed bandits and contextual ban-

dits, are a type of adaptive intervention which combine exploration (often done through

implicit experimentation) and optimization. They use real-time data to learn how to adapt

and have also been shown to be useful in SDLEs (Liu et al., 2014; Clement et al., 2013;

Segal et al., 2018; Rafferty et al., 2018).

2.2.2 Experimental Designs

Experimentation in SDLEs is a common tool for evaluating interventions. Unlike quasi-

or natural experimental settings (González-Brenes and Huang, 2015; Mullaney and Reich,

2015), by randomly assigning interventions, effects of interventions can be separated from

effects of confounders (variables that relate both to the type of treatment received and to

subsequent outcomes).

A/B tests are a valuable experimental design for improving content and evaluating inter-

ventions in MOOCs (Savi et al., 2017). In Renz et al. (2016), for example, A/B tests evalu-

ated emails and course on-boarding to improve learner engagement and prevent dropout. In

Davis et al. (2016), A/B tests were used to test the effectiveness of self-regulated learning

strategies. Kizilcec and Brooks (2017) survey prior work utilizing A/B tests in MOOCs to

evaluate nudge interventions and test theory-driven course content changes.

There has also been considerable work in other types of experimental designs beyond
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A/B testing in SDLEs. Factorial designs (Lomas et al., 2013) are common ways to evaluate

multiple experimental factors simultaneously. Automatic experimentation (Liu et al., 2014),

where algorithms are used to search through different intervention options, is another alter-

native to A/B testing. Though automatic exploration of intervention options may be more

efficient, intervention options are still evaluated with single randomized trials. Adaptive ex-

perimental designs change the randomization probabilities to favor efficacious treatment,

with the goal of both evaluating treatment and helping learners currently in the trial (Chow

and Chang, 2008). Adaptive designs have been used in SDLEs (Williams et al., 2018). We

address the differences between SRTs and these other kinds of designs in Section 2.3.2.

2.3 Sequential Randomized Trials

2.3.1 An Overview

SRTs are trials where an individual is randomized multiple times throughout the course

of the trial. Suppose there are two intervention options, such as learners receiving videos

taught by a female instructor (intervention A) or a male instructor (intervention B). The

simplest example of a SRT would be: During week 1, users have a 50% chance of receiving

intervention A and a 50% chance of receiving intervention B. During week 2, users are

re-randomized to another treatment. They again have a 50% chance of receiving either

intervention A or B, independent of their week 1 treatment or activity. Hence, about 25%

of users will have received one of each sequence (A, A), (A,B), (B,A), or (B,B), where the

parenthetical notation means (week 1 treatment, week 2 treatment).

This simple SRT can be modified for both practical and scientific reasons. Common

modifications include using different time durations (e.g., re-randomize every month), in-

creasing the number of time points (e.g., each person is randomized 10 times instead of

twice), changing the number of treatments (e.g., A vs B vs C instead of A vs B, or A vs B

in week 1 and C vs D in week 2), and altering the randomization scheme (e.g., not having
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uniform randomization probabilities each week).

SRTs (Lavori and Dawson, 2004, 2000) have become increasingly common in clinical

settings (Lei et al., 2011) but are less common in educational settings (Almirall et al., 2018;

Kasari et al., 2014) and are even rarer in SDLEs. Two of the most common types of SRTs

are Sequential Multiple Assignment Randomized Trials (SMARTs) (Murphy, 2005), and

Micro-randomized Trials (MRTs) (Klasnja et al., 2015).

SMARTs are often used in settings where, for either practical or ethical reasons, future

randomization and treatment assignment should depend on response to prior treatment. For

example, in a prototypical SMART, individuals are first randomized to one of two different

treatment options. Then, at a pre-specified decision point following initial intervention,

users who did not respond to initial treatment are re-randomized, while users who did

respond to initial treatment are not re-randomized and continue with the efficacious initial

treatment (Pelham Jr et al., 2016).

MRTs are useful for interventions that can be delivered quickly and frequently (such

as delivering text messages or notifications to a subject’s phone). Typically, the goal of an

MRT is to estimate the short-term effect of these interventions and understand how that

effect depends on time and context. MRTs have been mostly used in the mobile health

space (Klasnja et al., 2015). Due to the high frequency of intervention delivery, users in an

MRT are typically re-randomized hundreds or thousands of times.

2.3.2 Comparisons to Other Designs

2.3.2.1 Single Randomized Trials

Single randomized trials, such as A/B tests and factorial designs, are trials where sub-

jects are randomized one time. In A/B tests (often called a 2-arm randomized controlled

trial in healthcare and education), each subject is randomized one time to either intervention

A or intervention B. Factorial designs are an extension of A/B tests where each subject is

randomized one time to several intervention components simultaneously. SRTs differ from
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single randomized trials because in SRTs, subjects are randomized several times, causing

them to receive different treatments at different times throughout the trial.

Single randomized trials can still be used to evaluate adaptive interventions. For exam-

ple, if treatment A is defined as an adaptive intervention (e.g., a fixed sequence of different

intervention options) and treatment B is defined as a control, an A/B test can compare the

adaptive intervention to the control with a single randomization. However, this A/B test is

limited in answering questions about sequencing, timing, and personalizing.

A/B tests are often used in confirmatory trials. Confirmatory trials are trials used to en-

sure strong evidence (or additional evidence) of a treatment’s efficacy. In contrast, SRTs are

useful as exploratory trials which explore a large number of possible treatment sequences

and learn how to adapt those sequences. After running a SRT and developing a high quality

adaptive intervention, the intervention can be confirmed in a simple A/B confirmatory trial

(Collins et al., 2007).

SRTs can also be thought of as factorial designs, where users are sequentially random-

ized to each factor over time. In the simplified SRT example in Section 2.3.1, the design

can be considered a 2× 2 factorial design where factor 1 is week 1 treatment, and factor 2

is week 2 treatment (Almirall et al., 2014).

2.3.2.2 Online Optimization Designs

There are other designs (both experimental and not) which aim to optimize interven-

tion delivery while simultaneously collecting data. In adaptive trial designs (Chow and

Chang, 2008), randomization probabilities are changed throughout the trial in order to both

provide efficacious treatment to users, and still obtain good estimates of treatment effects.

Online reinforcement learning methods (such as multi-armed bandit and contextual bandit

algorithms) can also be used for optimizing intervention delivery (Liu et al., 2014; Clement

et al., 2013; Segal et al., 2018; Rafferty et al., 2018).

SRTs are distinctive from adaptive trial designs and online reinforcement learning meth-
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ods since they do not use data collected during the trial to change randomization schemes.

In reinforcement learning language, SRTs can be seen as pure exploration with no ex-

ploitation. There are advantages of not using earlier trial data to inform future treatment

allocation:

1. Using online optimization techniques can cause bias in estimating treatment effects

(Nie et al., 2017; Rafferty et al., 2018). These bias issues do not arise in SRTs.

2. SRTs provide rich exploratory data for discovering which variables are valuable for

informing treatment decisions, making them useful when these variables are un-

known (see Section 2.5.3). In contrast, many reinforcement learning algorithms,

such as contextual bandits (Lan and Baraniuk, 2016), require these variables to be

pre-specified.

3. SRTs can actually utilize reinforcement learning methods. Batch off-policy rein-

forcement learning algorithms (such as Q-learning) can be applied to SRT data to

discover an optimal adaptive intervention, as in Zhao et al. (2009).

2.4 Applications of Sequential Randomized Trials

SRTs can inform a large variety of interventions including course content sequenc-

ing, course material manipulations, and learner nudges (such as encouraging messages and

problem feedback). We highlight three examples. The first two examples are hypothetical

scenarios to demonstrate different types of possible SRTs. The third example, PERCS, is a

SRT run in a data science MOOC and is the main working example.

2.4.1 Video Optimization

For each video in a MOOC, there are two versions, one video which shows only slides

and one which shows the instructor’s head occasionally interspersed with the slides (Guo

et al., 2014). Researchers are unsure about which sequence of videos are better. Learners
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might prefer only slides, some might prefer those with instructors, or some might prefer a

variety of videos. Also, there may be learner characteristics that affect learner preference.

For example, learners who initially performed poorly after watching an instructor video

might be better off seeing a slide-only video. To provide insight into these questions and

hypotheses, a researcher could run a SRT: When a learner enters a course, they are ran-

domized initially to receive an instructor video or a slide only video. Then, after watching

the first video, they are re-randomized to either instructor or slide video for the next video

they watch. This continues through the entire course.

2.4.2 Content Spacing

Researchers are often unsure about optimal review problem sequencing to maximize

knowledge retention while minimizing review time (Reynolds and Glaser, 1964). Learn-

ers may benefit from frequent review at the beginning, with less frequent review later.

These benefits may also be dependent on certain learner characteristics. For example,

poor-performing learners may benefit from more frequent review. A SRT can answer these

questions: For a problem recommendation system, a learner starts the recommender for a

time window (e.g., 50 problems). Then, after this time period, every learner is randomized

to one of 3 groups: no review, minimal review, large review. The grouping determines

how often they receive previously-seen problems (for review) during the next 20 problems.

If a learner is in the no review, minimal review, or large review group they will receive

previously-seen problems 0%, 5%, or 20% of the time, respectively. After completing the

next 20 problems, each user will be re-randomized to one of the 3 groups. This randomiza-

tion scheme continues. After every 20 problems completed, a user is re-randomized to one

of the 3 groups.
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2.4.3 Problem-based Email Reminder Coursera Study (PERCS)

2.4.3.1 Motivation

A well-known challenge in MOOCs are the low completion rates. While there are

many factors contributing to MOOC dropout (Greene et al., 2015), the goal of PERCS

is to determine whether dropout can be ameliorated by using weekly email reminders to

motivate learners to engage with course content. Our context of inquiry was the Applied

Data Science with Python Coursera MOOC, taught by Christopher Brooks. Weekly emails

were sent to learners and may have contained one or more of several factors intending to

impact learner engagement (for an example, see Figure 2.1):

1. The email could have contained a motivating data science problem to challenge the

user to learn the upcoming week’s content. This factor was based on evidence from

the problem-based learning literature suggesting that situating instruction in the con-

text of problems is an effective way to engage learners (Barrows, 1985).

2. The email might also have contained a location-specific primer and a data science

problem relevant to that user’s specific culture (e.g., an Indian user might receive a

problem about Bollywood or weather patterns in India). This factor was based on

the work in the culturally relevant and culturally responsive pedagogy communities,

where situating instruction in a manner that considers the local context is seen as

beneficial (Aceves and Orosco, 2014).

3. The email may have utilized growth mindset framing (Dweck, 2008), a psychological

framing method used to support learning. While growth mindset has been heavily

studied, its effects are in dispute (Kaijanaho and Tirronen, 2018), and growth mindset

framing has seen only limited application in SDLEs.
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A

B

C

D

E

F

No Problem Email (P0)

Global Problem Email (P1)

Cultural Problem Email (P2)

Growth Mindset (G1)

Key:

Figure 2.1: Example email structure using content which is populated based on their as-
signed treatments. (A) Identity activation prompt. (B) Culturally-relevant problem using
data related to geographic identity. (C) Reminder to return to course. (D) Link to problem
code. (E) Growth mindset framing. (F) Link to problem solution. Elements of the same
email type are grouped by color (see key).
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Given these weekly email options, we hope to develop an adaptive intervention of

weekly email reminders to increase engagement and reduce dropout. A high-quality adap-

tive intervention should sequence emails in a way that promotes engagement continually

through the course. Since different emails may be more or less effective during different

weeks in the course, each week, the intervention should send the most effective email for

that week. Finally, since we might not expect the same email to work well for everyone, the

intervention should also adapt to the learner’s current course behavior. In order to develop

a high quality adaptive intervention of emails, we need to answer the following research

questions:

RQ1 Sequencing: Which sequence of emails most improves course activity in later weeks?

RQ2 Timing: Which email problem type is most effective, on average, for bringing learn-

ers back to the course during each week?

RQ3 Personalization: Are certain data science problem emails more or less effective for

active learners?

2.4.3.2 Design

A sequentially randomized factorial trial design was an effective method to jointly ad-

dress the main research questions of PERCS. At the end of weeks one, two, and three of the

four-week long MOOC, learners were randomly assigned to receive one of four different

email categories: an email message with a problem that reflects their geo-cultural situation

based on IP address (cultural problem email), an email with a generic non-culture specific

problem (global problem email), an email with no problem, or no email at all. Those who

received an email were uniformly randomly assigned to have the email be framed with or

without growth mindset.
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R
End Week 1

R
End Week 2

R
End Week 3

User continues 
through course

User begins course

Figure 2.2: PERCS trial design. “R” indicates stages where randomization is conducted
according to the probabilities in Table 2.1.

No Email E0 Email E1
No Problem
Email (P0)

Global Problem
Email (P1)

Cultural Problem
Email (P2)

0.14 (T1)
No-Growth
Mindset (G0)

0.14 (T2) 0.14 (T3) 0.14 (T4)

Growth
Mindset (G1)

0.14 (T5) 0.14 (T6) 0.14 (T7)

Table 2.1: An overview of the probability learners will be assigned to a treatment Tn.
Individual treatments are shown in white cells, while groups of treatments are referred to
by the tab row or column headers (e.g., all cultural problem emails as P2)

The growth mindset factor crossed with the three email categories makes each week

of PERCS a 2 × 3 factorial design with an additional control condition of no email. See

Table 2.1 for each week’s factorial design and randomization probabilities.

Figure 2.1 illustrates an example email. The emails were developed in a “cut and paste”

format: When adding in a condition to an email (e.g., growth mindset framing or adding

a problem), we do not change other aspects of the email, and simply insert text from the

relevant condition into a consistent email template. Using the cut and paste across different

conditions allows us to attribute treatment effects purely to the condition being added, and

not other aspects of the email. Emails are delivered directly using the Coursera platform’s

email capabilities for instructors.

The most novel aspect of PERCS is the sequential randomization. That is, a particular

learner is not assigned to a single fixed email condition for all three weeks. Instead, as

shown in Figure 2.2, a learner is re-assigned (with the same randomization probabilities) to

a different email condition each week. The randomizations across weeks are independent,

hence in PERCS, there are 73 different possible email sequences students may receive.
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2.4.3.3 Notation

Throughout the rest of the chapter, we will be referring to specific treatments, groups

of treatments, and sequences of treatments in PERCS. We introduce notation to ease our

description. As shown in Table 2.1, T1, T2, . . . , T7 refers to a particular email. For example,

T5 is an email containing no problem, and growth mindset framing. To refer to groups of

emails, we used labeling contained in the column and row headers in Table 2.1. E is used

to group together conditions where any email was sent (E1) vs no email being sent (E0).

So users in E1 refer to any user receiving emails T2 through T7. G is used to group together

growth mindset emails (G1) and non-growth mindset emails (G0). Users in G0 refer to

any user receiving emails T2, T3, or T4. P is used to group together no problem emails

(P0), global problem emails (P1), and cultural problem emails (P2). Thus users in P1 are

any users receiving emails T3 or T6. Lastly, we use parenthetical notation to describe the

sequences of emails over the three weeks, i.e., (week 1 treatment, week 2 treatment, week 3

treatment). As an example, we would refer to users who received a global problem email in

week 1, any email in week 2, and a no-growth mindset email in week 3 using (P1, E1, G0).

2.4.3.4 Experimental Population

We focused our trial on the two largest populations of learners enrolled in the course as

determined by IP address, Indian and US-based learners. All Indian and US learners who

signed up for the Applied Data Science with Python Coursera MOOC between April 1 and

June 10, 2018 participated in PERCS. A total of 8,681 unique learners (3,455 Indian, 5,226

US) were sent 22,073 emails.

2.4.3.5 Single randomized version of PERCS: PERCS-AB

To highlight the advantages of sequential randomization, PERCS will be compared to

the single randomized version of PERCS, PERCS-AB. PERCS-AB has the exact same

randomization probabilities as PERCS, however in PERCS-AB, learners are randomized
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only at the end of week 1 to one of the 7 email types. They are then sent that exact same

email type in weeks 2 and 3. Hence, there are only 7 possible sequences (T1, T1, T1),

(T2, T2, T2), . . . , (T7, T7, T7).

2.5 Sequencing, Timing, and Personalizing Interventions through SRTs

.

Next we highlight how SRTs can provide answers to questions regarding sequenc-

ing, timing, and personalizing interventions. For each type of question, we provide (1)

an overview of the question and contextualize it within PERCS, (2) evidence of why

SRTs are beneficial for answering that question as illustrated through comparing PERCS

and PERCS-AB, (3) further discussion, and (4) answers to the question in the context of

PERCS.

2.5.1 Sequencing

2.5.1.1 Overview

When many different intervention options can be delivered at different times, proper se-

quencing of interventions is critical. An intervention that worked at one time may not work

at a later time. Also, receiving the same intervention multiple times may be less effective

than receiving a variety of interventions. Researchers may not know which sequence of

intervention options will lead to the best outcomes for learners. For PERCS, RQ1 refers

to sequencing– are there sequences of emails which improve course activity in the later

weeks?

2.5.1.2 Advantages of SRTs

SRTs provide data that allows experimenters to compare different sequences of inter-

ventions. By re-randomizing learners, learners receive a variety of treatment sequences. In
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PERCS, for example, with the large sample size, there are learners randomly assigned to

each of the 73 possible sequences of treatments (e.g., (T1, T1, T1), (T1, T1, T2), (T1, T2, T2),

or (T2, T1, T2)).

By randomizing learners to each possible treatment sequence, researchers are now able

to compare these treatment sequences. For example, researchers might hypothesize that

learners only need a cultural problem email in the first week to believe the content is in-

clusive. They could then compare the course activity of users initially receiving a cultural

problem email followed by two global problem emails (P2, P1, P1) vs users receiving a cul-

tural problem email all three weeks (P2, P2, P2). When thinking of PERCS as a 7× 7× 7

factorial design (where each week’s treatment is a different factor), comparing sequences

is analogous to simple effects analysis in factorial designs.

In A/B tests, since learners are not re-randomized, only sequences where each learner

received the same treatment every time can be compared. In PERCS-AB, learners are

only randomized to 7 possible sequences and thus comparisons can only be done between

these 7 sequences. If there is any benefit to receiving different interventions (and/or in a

different order) then this could not be discovered by PERCS-AB. However one would note

that all of the comparisons of PERCS-AB can be done with data collected through PERCS,

coming at the cost of a reduced sample size. This tradeoff demonstrates again why SRTs

are especially well suited for MOOC experimentation, where there is a large number of

diverse participants (and thus a broad exploration might be suitable).

2.5.1.3 Discussion

Often times, researchers are not interested in such specific sequence comparisons. In-

stead, they are interested in questions about sequences of groups of interventions. In this

case, one could perform similar comparisons, but combining users over all of these groups.

For example, in PERCS, we can assess how often reminder emails should be sent. Is it

better to space emails out weekly or bi-weekly?
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To answer this question, we could compare course activity of users receiving the se-

quence which spaces emails out by 2-weeks (E1, E0, E1), to the sequence which sends

emails every week (E1, E1, E1). The sample size for this comparison will be much larger

than for the individual sequence comparisons.

In addition to comparing groups of sequences, researchers might only be interested

in comparing sequences for a small number of time points. For example, we could use

data collected in PERCS to understand if the effects of week two problem-based emails

on course activity were different based on what type of problem-based email the user had

received in week one. Specifically, does receiving no email vs cultural problem-based email

in week one change the benefits of receiving a cultural problem email in week two? To

answer this question, we compare course activity in week two of users receiving sequences

(E0, P2,any) vs (P2, P2,any). Notice we are not concerned with week three assignment, so

we include sequences with any treatment in week three (i.e., any includes T1, T2, . . . , T7).

2.5.1.4 Results from PERCS

We now present results addressing RQ1. Since there are a large number of potential

sequences, here we focus on the highest-level comparison: understanding the proper se-

quence of any email and no email. To do the comparison we look at the proportion of

students returning to the course in week 4 (the final week) after receiving a given sequence

of email (E1) and no email (E0), as shown in Figure 2.3.

We note some important observations. For US learners, sequences with emails sent in

the first week (i.e., those sequences which start with E1, the last four columns in Figure

2.3), tend to be slightly more beneficial than sequences without. For Indian learners this is

not true.

Overall, for both countries, the confidence intervals across sequences are mostly over-

lapping, indicating that differences in effects of various email sequences are not significant

but only suggestive. The size of the confidence intervals change due to the probability of
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Figure 2.3: 95% confidence intervals for the proportion of students returning to the course
in week 4 after receiving a given three week sequence of emails (E1) and no email (E0)

receiving an email (E1) being larger than the probability of not receiving an email (E0),

and are not induced by the treatment itself.

2.5.2 Timing

2.5.2.1 Overview

Instead of being interested in a sequence of interventions, researchers might want to

know about the effect of an intervention option at a particular time point. A treatment that

was effective at the beginning of the course may be less effective towards the end of the

course. By understanding effects of intervention options at a time point, designers can build

adaptive interventions which deliver the optimal treatment at all times. For PERCS, RQ2

regards timing– which email type is most effective during each week?
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2.5.2.2 Advantages of SRTs

Answering research questions about treatment timing is done by estimating average

treatment effects, i.e., the average effect of a given treatment option at a given time point.

Here, the averaging is over all prior treatment received, allowing the effect to be only for

the particular time point of interest. When thinking of PERCS as a 7×7×7 factorial design

(where each week’s treatment is a different factor), estimating average treatment effects is

analogous to main effects analysis in factorial designs.

SRTs permit the estimation of average treatment effects at various time points. By re-

randomizing individuals, we can separately estimate average treatment effects at each time

point and eliminate dependence on treatment delivered previously.

To exemplify, in PERCS, to understand which email type is most effective in week

3, we compare the average effect of cultural problem emails in week 3 (any, any, P2)

compared to no email in week 3 (any, any, E0). By doing this comparison, we average over

all treatments delivered prior to week 3, and isolate the effect of interest to emails only

in week 3. By re-randomizing, the individuals receiving a cultural problem email (P2) in

week 3 and individuals receiving no email (E0) in week 3 both have, on average, the same

distribution of treatments delivered prior to week 3. Hence, the comparison at week 3 is

under the same prior treatment distribution for both groups in the comparison.

In PERCS-AB, such a comparison is impossible. Since individuals receive the same

email all three weeks, the individuals receiving a cultural problem email in week 3 had a

different prior treatment distribution compared to those receiving no email in week 3. This

makes the comparison at week 3 implicitly dependent on these different prior treatment

distributions.

In SRTs, average treatment effects can also be estimated for outcomes measured after

the next re-randomization (sometimes called delayed effects Murphy 2005), by averaging

over future treatment. For example, in PERCS (but not PERCS-AB), we are able to esti-

mate the average effect of cultural problem emails in week 2 on week 4 course activity by
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averaging over week 3 treatment.

2.5.2.3 Discussion

Research questions on average treatment effects often seem similar to questions regard-

ing sequence effects. Three different research questions in PERCS elucidate the differ-

ences:

(1) What is the effect of receiving a cultural problem email in week 3, after not receiving

any email prior, (E0, E0, P2) vs (E0, E0, E0)?

(2) What is the average effect of receiving a cultural problem email in week 3, (any,

any, P2) vs (any, any, E0)?

(3) What is the effect of receiving a cultural problem email every week until week 3,

(P2, P2, P2) vs (E0, E0, E0)?

Questions 1 and 3 are questions of comparing sequences of treatments, while question

2 is about average treatment effects. Note that all three questions can be answered by

PERCS, but only question 3 can be answered by PERCS-AB.

Also, one advantage of analyzing average treatment effects is that the sample size is

typically larger than when comparing individual sequences of treatments, since the com-

parison does not restrict users based on what they received before or after the given week

of interest.

2.5.2.4 Results from PERCS

To assess RQ2, for each week, we perform logistic regression with a binary outcome

indicating whether the user clicks anything in the course during the week after receiving an

email. The results are in Figure 2.4. Negative values indicate a reduced chance of returning

to the course, compared to no email (E0), while positive values indicate an increased chance

of returning to the course.

The results in Figure 2.4 show that the impact of emails on Indian learners in weeks 2
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Figure 2.4: 95% confidence intervals of the log odds ratios of probability of returning to
the course in the subsequent week for no problem (P0), global problem (P1), or cultural
problem (P2) emails, when compared to no email (E0). * indicates a moderate effect with
significance at α = .2
.

and 3 is largely positive, but the impact of receiving a no problem email (P0) is as good

or better than receiving either global or cultural problem emails (P1 and P2, respectively).

Also, in week 2, emails of all types were moderately effective, indicating this is a good

time to send Indian users email reminders for this course.

For US learners, the effects are non-significant across all emails except for the cultural

problem email (P2) in week 3, and the log odds ratios are small and in many cases negative.

This indicates that for all weeks, emails for US users did not impact their propensity to

return to the course, and may even deter them from returning – a counter-intuitive, but

important, insight regarding timing of communication with learners.

Emails were more effective for Indian learners compared to US learners, despite email
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open rates being significantly larger for US learners (41.7% open rate) than Indian learners

(27.0% open rate, p-value < 0.001 for difference in proportions). This suggests that Indian

learners may benefit even more if we could increase the email open rate. Also, note that

open rates did not differ across email type, as all emails in a given week had the same

subject line.

2.5.3 Personalizing

2.5.3.1 Overview

SDLEs are notable for the high degree of diversity both across and within learners

(Kizilcec et al., 2013; Kizilcec and Brooks, 2017). Due to this diversity, we might expect

treatment effects to vary along with relevant learner attributes. If an intervention works for

a specific user at a given time, that intervention may not be effective for a different user,

or even the same user at a different time. Personalizing treatment, by discovering when

and for whom certain treatments are most effective, is critical. For PERCS, RQ3 regards

personalization– are certain emails more effective for active learners?

In clinical trials, learning how to personalize treatment is synonymous with discovering

moderators (Kraemer et al., 2002). Moderators are subject-specific variables which change

the efficacy of an intervention. For example, if a MOOC intervention works better for older

users than younger users, then age is a moderator and can then be used to personalize; one

may only deliver the intervention to older learners. Answering RQ3 in PERCS is equivalent

to understanding if previous course activity is a moderator of email effectiveness.

2.5.3.2 Advantages of SRTs

Both SRTs and A/B tests permit the discovery of baseline moderators – variables mea-

sured prior to the first treatment randomization (e.g., gender, location, age, scores on early

assignments) which moderate the effect of treatments. Baseline moderators are important

for personalizing treatment. However, understanding how to change treatment based on
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variables measured throughout the course – mid-course moderators – is critical. Discover-

ing mid-course moderators tells practitioners how to personalize interventions throughout

the course to account for heterogeneity both between users and within a user over time.

Unlike A/B tests, SRTs permit the discovery of mid-course moderators. Statistically,

due to bias introduced when including post-randomization variables in analyses, one can

only discover moderator variables measured prior to randomization (Kraemer et al., 2002).

If all learners were only randomized once, potential moderators measured after the first

treatment cannot be discovered. By re-randomizing in SRTs, moderators measured before

each of the randomizations (which now includes mid-course data) can be discovered. Be-

cause users were randomized again at the end of week three, we can use PERCS data to

answer RQ3 about week three emails. Specifically, we can assess how activity during week

three moderates the effect of emails sent at the end of week three. In PERCS-AB, week

three course activity cannot be assessed as a moderator since it is measured after the one

and only randomization in week one.

2.5.3.3 Discussion

We can evaluate mid-course moderators that include previous treatment. For example,

we may think that responsiveness to previous treatment could inform how to personalize

future treatment. Those that were responsive should continue receiving the same treatment

while those that were non-responsive should receive different treatment. In PERCS, for

example, we might expect week two emails to benefit users who responded positively to

emails in week one. One could assess this by comparing two groups: Group 1 are users

who received an email (E1) but did not click in the course afterwards (i.e., email non-

responders). Group 2 are users who received an email (E1) but did click in the course

afterwards (i.e., email responders). We could compare the effect of emails in week two for

Group 1 vs Group 2.

Also, as learning content optimization starts to happen in real-time (i.e., reinforcement
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learning), knowing which real-time variables to measure and use for online optimization is

critical. SRTs permit this discovery.

2.5.3.4 Results from PERCS

For PERCS, we were most interested in the previous week’s course activity as a mid-

course moderator. We wanted to see how different types of emails effect active and inactive

users differently. Active users are defined as users who had one or more clicks in the course

during the previous week. Before the trial, we did not know if problem-based emails would

encourage inactive users (because they need the motivational reminder) or discourage in-

active users (because the problem may be too advanced). To assess this, in Figure 2.5 we

plot the log odds ratios of the probability of returning to the course in the subsequent week

for different email conditions, compared to the control of no email (E0). A positive log

odds ratio indicates users had a higher chance of returning to the course after receiving the

corresponding email problem type (compared to the no email control).

In week one, for both US and Indian learners, reminder emails of all types performed

better for active users than inactive users (higher log odds for blue than magenta, Fig-

ure 2.5). In week three, the sign of the moderation switched, as emails performed better

for inactive users compared to active users (higher log odds for magenta than blue). This

moderation was larger for Indian learners. Also, the log odds ratios for inactive users were

positive, while the log odds ratios for active users were negative, suggesting that emails

were beneficial for bringing back inactive users, but potentially harmful to active learners.

To ensure we encourage inactive users to return to the course while not discouraging active

users, these results suggest that email sending should adapt based on course activity and

the course week. Note that the confidence intervals are mostly overlapping, indicating that

differences are not significant but only suggestive.
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Figure 2.5: 95% confidence intervals of the log odds ratios of probability of returning to
the course in the subsequent week for no problem (P0), global problem (P1), or cultural
problem (P2) emails, when compared to no email (E0). The log odds ratio is calculated for
users who had activity (active) or did not have activity (inactive) in the prior week.
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2.6 Implications for Practice

This section outlines some useful considerations for researchers who are interested in

designing and running SRTs for SDLEs. First, researchers should always remember that

experiments are created to inform scientific understanding and answer questions about in-

terventions. Deciding if a SRT is the correct trial design depends purely upon the scientific

questions of interest. For example, if researchers are not interested in understanding how to

sequence, time, and personalize interventions, running a SRT is unnecessary. In PERCS, if

a researcher were interested in only comparing two sequences of interventions then it may

be best to run an A/B test on those two sequences and forgo answers to other questions.

In situations where a SRT is appropriate, there are also important trial design consid-

erations. All intervention sequences in a SRT should be useful, feasible, and scalable.

Intervention sequences which could never be used in practice or which are knowingly dele-

terious to subjects should be avoided. For example, suppose a researcher was curious about

optimal ordering of course content and, in turn, sequentially randomized learners to various

sequences of content. If content B requires information taught in content A, none of the

sequences in the experiment should place content B before content A. As another exam-

ple, in PERCS, because the MOOC platform does not currently support fully-automated,

scheduled delivery of email, messages were only sent once per week. We did not explore

the possibility of sending emails many times per week (e.g., re-randomizing email sending

every day) because, in practice, interventions which require manual daily email sending

would not currently be feasible for instructors on this platform.

As in any other trial design, sample size and power calculations are important for SRTs.

Sample size calculations should be based on the most important research questions the trial

intends to answer. Since there are a larger number of possible treatment sequences in a

SRT, calculating power and sample size requires researchers to consider which subset of

users will be randomized to the sequences of interest. Then, sample size calculations are

similar to A/B tests for both comparing interventions and discovering moderators (Oetting
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et al., 2011). Due to the larger space of potential treatment sequences, sample sizes usually

need to be larger for SRTs (compared to A/B tests). To increase power, researchers may

consider changing randomization probabilities to favor interventions of interest.

2.7 Conclusions, Limitations, and Future Work

Adapting, sequencing, and personalizing interventions is critical to meet the diverse

needs of learners in SDLEs. When designing adaptive interventions, experimentation is

useful for evaluating and comparing possible sequences. Single randomized A/B tests can-

not answer questions about ways to adapt and sequence interventions throughout a course.

In this work, we demonstrated how a new type of experimental design, SRTs, are valuable

for developing adaptive personalized interventions in SDLEs. SRTs provide answers to

questions regarding treatment sequencing, timing, and personalization throughout a course.

Answers to these questions will both improve outcomes for learners and deepen under-

standing of learning science in scalable environments.

In this work, we provided a few examples of different SRTs. There are more variations

of SRTs that may be useful for SDLEs. In PERCS, all users have the same randomiza-

tion for all three weeks. However, if a learner is responding well to treatment, it may not

make sense to re-randomize them and change their current treatment, as is done in Sequen-

tial Multiple Assignment Randomized Trials (SMARTs) (Murphy, 2005; Pelham Jr et al.,

2016). Since many online courses are accessible to learners at any time, randomization tim-

ing could be based on when each user enters the course (randomized one, two, and three

weeks from the day the user enrolls in a course). If treatment delivery timing is a research

question, the delivery time can also be (re)randomized (e.g., each week of the course, re-

randomize users to receive one weekly email or seven daily email reminders). Also, since

many SDLEs provide learners with all course content at the beginning of the course, a trial

aiming to re-randomize course content could use trigger-based re-randomizations–where

users’ future content is only changed after they have watched a certain video or completed
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a particular assignment–to prevent early exposure to future treatment.

Though useful, SRTs have limitations. SRTs are non-adaptive trial designs. If an ex-

perimenter wishes to both learn efficacious treatments and provide benefit to learners in the

current trial, adaptive designs such as in Williams et al. (2018) would be more appropriate.

Combining adaptive designs with SRTs may also be useful for both developing high-quality

adaptive interventions and improving benefits for current learners (Cheung et al., 2015).

PERCS also has clear limitations. For one, since some users (10%) retook the online

course multiple times, those users were repeated in multiple iterations of the trial. Secondly,

it’s important to note that PERCS was an exploratory trial not a confirmatory trial. The

goal of PERCS was to explore several sequences of treatments and evaluate their efficacy

for different learners. The next step for PERCS is to narrow down best treatment options

based on current data (which may be different for Indian and US learners). Since the

current evidence is not very strong, we would then run a second SRT with fewer treatments,

acquiring more data on those treatments of interest. Once we have significant evidence to

indicate which sequence of emails is optimal, we can then compare this learned optimal

sequence of emails to a control in an A/B test confirmatory trial. Treatment A would be the

hypothesized optimal adaptive sequence of emails and treatment B would be no email.

Additional analyses of the PERCS data would also be interesting. Using different out-

comes other than course activity (such as course completion or assignment performance)

could help further understanding of intervention efficacy. Also, email types had varying

word lengths. Assessing how word length changes email efficacy could further elucidate

the treatment effects. Lastly, using additional learner demographic information such as age,

gender, or previous education as potential moderators would be useful. Although we cur-

rently cannot collect that information through the course, other studies have demonstrated

how these characteristics can be inferred from available data (Brooks et al., 2018).

In the comparison of SRTs to A/B tests, we limited the comparison to one example

design. There are many other possible comparators. For example, we could have compared
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PERCS to a trial which performs a single-randomization in week 2, instead of week 1.

This new design would then allow one to discover mid-course moderators (measured prior

to week 2). The new design, however, would not be able to assess treatment effects in week

1. An important characteristic of SRTs is that all of the questions mentioned in Section 2.5

can be answered from data collected in one trial.
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CHAPTER III

Comparing Cluster-level Dynamic Treatment Regimens
using Sequential, Multiple Assignment, Randomized

Trials: Regression Estimation and Sample Size
Considerations

This work is originally published in NeCamp et al. (2017).

3.1 Introduction

Interventions aimed at improving individual-level outcomes often occur at a cluster-

level (Murray, 1998; Raudenbush and Bryk, 2002; Donner and Klar, 2010). Often, it may

be necessary to use a tailored and dynamic approach to intervention in order to address

cluster-level heterogeneity (Kilbourne et al., 2013). For example, due to differences in

size, geography, or culture, some clusters may require more intensive or longer-duration

intervention in order to improve patient-level outcomes.

Cluster-level dynamic treatment regimens (DTRs), also known as adaptive interven-

tions, can be used to guide such sequential intervention decision-making at the cluster level.

In a cluster-level DTR, the cluster-level intervention is potentially adapted (or re-adapted)

over time based on changes in the cluster that could be impacted by prior intervention, e.g.,

adapting based on aggregate measures of the individuals that comprise it. A cluster-level

DTR may also include intervention components dynamically tailored to the individuals

within clusters.
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Sequential multiple assignment randomized trials (SMARTs) represent an important

data collection tool for informing the construction of DTRs (Murphy, 2005; Lei et al.,

2012; Chakraborty and Moodie, 2013; Lavori and Dawson, 2014; Kosorok and Moodie,

2015). The focus of most SMARTs to date has been the development of individual-level

DTRs to improve individual-level outcomes (e.g., see Methodology Center 2016).

There has been much less focus on analytic or design issues related to cluster-randomized

SMARTs for developing cluster-level DTRs. In a cluster-randomized SMART, randomiza-

tions occur at the cluster level, yet outcomes are at the level of the individuals within the

cluster. Using the Adaptive Implementation of Effective Programs Trial (Kilbourne et al.,

2014) (ADEPT) as a motivating example, the focus of this chapter is on primary aim anal-

ysis and sample size considerations in cluster-randomized SMARTs. ADEPT, which is

currently in the field, is to our knowledge the first-ever cluster-randomized SMART. The

overarching goal of ADEPT is to develop a cluster-level DTR to improve the adoption of

an evidence-based practice (EBP) for mood disorders in community-based mental health

clinics and thereby improve patient-level mental health outcomes.

This chapter makes two contributions to the design and analysis of cluster-randomized

SMARTs. First, we develop a regression approach for comparing the mean of a contin-

uous patient-level outcome between the cluster-level DTRs embedded in a SMART. The

regression approach is an extension of the estimator by Nahum-Shani et al. (2012) and

first introduced by Orellana et al. (2010). The regression approach facilitates the use of

individual- and cluster-level baseline (pre-randomization) covariates in the analysis of data

from a cluster-randomized SMART.

Second, we develop sample size formulae (for the total number of clusters) to be used

when the primary aim of the cluster-randomized SMART is a comparison of the mean of a

continuous patient-level outcome between two DTRs beginning with different treatments.

This is a common primary aim in SMARTs; see Oetting et al. (2011) (continuous end of

study outcome) and Li and Murphy (2011) (survival outcome).
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This regression approach can be used with any cluster-randomized SMART with re-

peated cluster-level randomizations. Sample size formulae are developed for two common

types of two-stage SMART designs: the one used in ADEPT, in which only one group

of non-responders are re-randomized, and the most popular type of SMART, in which all

non-responders are re-randomized.

Consistent with the proposed regression approach, which facilitates the use of baseline

covariates, the sample size formulae allow scientists to incorporate the correlation between

a pre-specified baseline cluster-level covariate and patient-level outcomes, which leads to

a reduction in the minimum number of clusters necessary (Spybrook et al., 2011). This

chapter extends the work of Ghosh et al. (2015), which develops sample size calculators

for a single type of cluster-randomized SMART in a non-regression context, i.e., without

covariates.

3.2 SMARTs with Cluster-level Randomization

SMARTs are multi-stage randomized trial designs used explicitly for the purpose of

building high-quality DTRs (Lavori and Dawson, 2000; Murphy, 2005). The multiple

stages at which randomizations occur correspond to critical intervention decision points.

At each decision point, randomization is used to address a question concerning the dosage

(duration, frequency or amount), intensity, type, or delivery of treatment.

Here we consider SMARTs for developing cluster-level DTRs where the unit of ran-

domization (and re-randomization) is a cluster and the outcomes are measured at the level

of the individual.

3.2.1 Motivating Example: The ADEPT SMART Study

A schematic for the ADEPT trial (Kilbourne et al., 2014) is displayed in Figure 3.1.

The overall aim of ADEPT is to develop a cluster-level DTR to improve the adoption of

an EBP for mood disorders in community-based mental health clinics across Colorado
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and Michigan. The patient-level EBP is known as Life Goals (Kilbourne et al., 2012), a

collaborative care, psychosocial intervention for mood disorders delivered to patients in six

individual or group sessions. The primary outcome in ADEPT is a continuous, patient-level

measure of mental health quality of life (MH-QOL).

ADEPT includes several interventions: the replicating effectiveness program (REP),

REP plus External Facilitation (REP + EF), and REP plus External and Internal Facili-

tation (REP + EF + IF). REP is a cluster-level intervention focused on standardizing the

implementation of the EBP into routine care through toolkit development, provider train-

ing, and program assistance. Facilitation is a cluster-level coaching intervention to help

support the use of EBPs. EF is by phone and focuses on technical aspects of how to adopt

the EBP; IF is in-person and involves working with a clinic manager to further embed the

EBP.

ADEPT, which is currently in the field, involves community-based mental health clinics

(approximately N = 60) that have failed to respond to an initial 6 months of REP (pre-

randomization). During these 6 months, each clinic i = 1, . . . , N is expected to identify

approximately mi = 10 to 25 patients with mood disorders, all of which are followed

for patient-level outcomes throughout the study. Clinics that enter the study (i.e., did not

respond to REP at month 6) are randomized with equal probability to receive additional

REP + EF or REP + EF + IF. After another 6 months, (i) REP + EF sites that are still non-

responsive are randomized with equal probability to either continue REP + EF or augment

with IF (REP + EF + IF) for an additional 12 months, (ii) REP + EF + IF sites that are still

non-responsive continue REP + EF + IF, and (iii) facilitation interventions are discontinued

for all sites that are responsive. A clinic is identified as “not responding” at months 6 and

12 if < 50% of the patients identified to be part of Life Goals during months 0-6 have

received ≥3 Life Goals sessions.

By design, ADEPT has three DTRs embedded within it, which are displayed in Ta-

ble 3.1. Each embedded DTR is labeled (a1, a2). For example, DTR (1,−1) offers REP +
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of ADEPT. The encircled R signifies randomization; cluster-level
randomizations occurred at baseline and after 6 months of REP + EF or REP + EF + IF
following identification of clinic responder status.

DTR Label Second-stage Status at end Third-stage Cell in Known
(a1, a2) Treatment of second-stage Treatment A1 R A2 Figure IPW

(1, 1) REP+EF
Resp REP 1 1 A 2

Non Resp REP+EF 1 0 1 B 4

(1,−1) REP+EF
Resp REP 1 1 A 2

Non Resp REP+EF+IF 1 0 -1 C 4

(−1, .) REP+EF+IF
Resp REP -1 1 D 2

Non Resp REP+EF+IF -1 0 E 2

Table 3.1: The three DTRs embedded in ADEPT (Figure 3.1)

EF at month 6, then REP + EF is augmented with IF for clinics that remain non-responsive

at month 12, whereas, EF is discontinued for clinics who are responsive at month 12.

3.2.2 The Prototypical SMART Design

In ADEPT, only clinics not responding to REP + EF were re-randomized at the next

stage. This type of SMART (but with individual-level randomizations) has been previously

employed in autism research, see Kasari et al. (2014) and Almirall et al. (2016).
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Many other types of SMART designs are possible (see Methodology Center (2016))

for a comprehensive list with individual-level randomizations), including SMARTs where

all units are subsequently re-randomized to the same set of next-stage intervention options

(e.g., Chronis-Tuscano et al. 2016) and others where all units are re-randomized, but to

different next-stage intervention options depending on response/non-response to first-stage

intervention (e.g., Lu et al. 2016). Ultimately, the decision to choose a particular type of

SMART is driven by scientific considerations.

By far the most common type of SMART is a two-stage design where (i) all units are

randomized to two first-stage treatment options, (ii) a subset of units at the end of stage 1

(e.g., non-responders) are re-randomized to second-stage intervention options regardless of

choice of first-stage intervention, and (iii) the remaining subset of units (e.g., responders)

are not re-randomized. See Figure 3.2 for a generic example. We call this a “prototypical

SMART design” given its popularity. Note that in the case of the prototypical SMART,

there are four embedded DTRs; see Table 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Schematic of a prototypical SMART design

Published examples of the prototypical SMART (with individual-level randomizations)

include Pelham et al. (2016) in attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, Gunlicks-Stoessel

et al. (2016) in adolescent depression, August et al. (2016) in conduct disorder prevention,
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DTR Label First-stage Status at end Second-stage Cell in Known
(a1, a2) Treatment of first-stage Treatment A1 R A2 Figure IPW

(1, 1) T11
Resp T21 1 1 A 2

Non Resp T22 1 0 1 B 4

(1,−1) T11
Resp T21 1 1 A 2

Non Resp T23 1 0 -1 C 4

(−1, 1) T12
Resp T24 -1 1 D 2

Non Resp T25 -1 0 1 E 4

(−1,−1) T12
Resp T24 -1 1 D 2

Non Resp T26 -1 0 -1 F 4

Table 3.2: The four DTRs embedded in a prototypical SMART (Figure 3.2)

Sherwood et al. (2016) and Naar-King et al. (2016) in weight loss, and McKay et al. (2015)

in cocaine/alcohol use.

3.2.3 Common Primary Aims in a SMART

This chapter develops methods for comparing the mean of a continuous individual-level

outcome between the DTRs embedded in a cluster-randomized SMART. This comparison

can be conceptualized in various ways as a primary aim (Oetting et al., 2011; Almirall et al.,

2014). (i) To compare first stage intervention options (averaging over the second stage

intervention). In ADEPT, this is a comparison of DTR (-1,.) and the DTRs {(1,1), (1,-1)}

(this was the primary aim in ADEPT; see Kilbourne et al. (2014)). (ii) To compare second

stage intervention options (averaging over the first stage intervention). For example, in the

prototypical design, this would be a comparison of DTRs {(1,1), (-1,1)} and DTRs {(1,-

1), (-1,-1)} (e.g., see aim 3 in Pelham et al. (2016)). (iii) To compare the mean outcome

between two DTRs beginning with the same first-stage treatment. In ADEPT, this is a

comparison of DTR (1,1) and (1, -1). (iv) To compare the mean outcome between two

DTRs that begin with different first stage treatments. In ADEPT, this is a comparison of

(1,1) and (-1,.) or of (1,-1) and (-1,.).
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The next section develops a regression estimator that can be used to address all of these

primary aims using data from a cluster-randomized SMART. Following that, we derive

sample size formulae for aim (iv). Simple extensions of standard sample size formulae

may be used for primary aims (i), (ii), and (iii).

3.3 Methodology

3.3.1 Marginal Mean Model

For each SMART participant j = 1, . . . ,mi within each site i = 1, . . . , N we envision

a primary end-of-study individual-level outcome Yij . Let the p × 1 vector Xij denote a

pre-specified set of baseline covariates measured prior to the initial randomization. The

baseline covariates, Xij , may be patient-level (e.g., age) or cluster-level (e.g., clinic loca-

tion).

Denote Ea1,a2(Yij|Xij) as the marginal mean of Yij had the entire population been as-

signed to the DTR (a1, a2), conditional on baseline covariates, Xij (Neyman et al., 1935;

Rubin, 1978). The mean, Ea1,a2(Yij|Xij), averages over the response/non-response mea-

sure used in the DTR (a1, a2).

Let µ(Xij, a1, a2;β,η) denote a marginal structural model (Robins, 1999; Hernán et al.,

2000; Robins et al., 2000; Murphy et al., 2001; Orellana et al., 2010) for the mean

Ea1,a2(Yij|Xij), which is linear in the unknown parameters (β,η). We provide examples

below. We denote the causal effects between the DTRs by the q × 1 vector β, and denote

associational effects between Xij and Yij by the p× 1 vector η.

3.3.1.1 Example 1: ADEPT.

An example marginal mean model for the ADEPT study is

µ(Xij, a1, a2;β,η) = β0 + β1a1 + β2a2Ia1=1 + η
TXij, (3.1)
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where Ia1=1 is an indicator function which equals 1 when a1 = 1.

Here we use a vector β with q = 3 to capture the causal effects for the 3 embedded

DTRs. The covariates, Xij , could include, for example, the three baseline site-level vari-

ables used to stratify the initial randomization: US state (Colorado or Michigan), whether

the site was a primary care or mental health site, and a site-average of individual MH-QOL

scores. Using this model to address a primary aim of type (iv) above, the difference be-

tween the mean outcome had all clusters received DTR (1,1) and the mean outcome had all

clusters received DTR (-1,.)—i.e., E1,1(Yij)− E-1,.(Yij)—is given by 2β1 + β2.

3.3.1.2 Example 2: Prototypical SMART.

In the prototypical SMART, we use a vector β with q = 4 to capture the causal effects

for the 4 embedded DTRs.

µ(Xij, a1, a2;β,η) = β0 + β1a1 + β2a2 + β3a1a2 + η
TXij. (3.2)

Here, the difference between the mean outcome had all clusters received DTR (1,1) and the

mean outcome had all clusters received DTR (-1,-1)—i.e., E1,1(Yij)−E-1,-1(Yij)—is given

by 2(β1 + β2).

3.3.2 Estimation

We now present an estimator for the unknown coefficients (β,η).

3.3.2.1 Notation.

Let Xi denote themi×pmatrix (Xi1,Xi2, . . . ,Ximi
)T of covariates andµ(Xi, a1, a2;β,η)

be the mi × 1 vector of means
(
µ(Xi1, a1, a2;β,η), . . . , µ(Ximi

, a1, a2;β,η)
)T . Let Yi be

the mi × 1 vector of responses (Yi1, Yi2, . . . , Yimi
)T . Let A1i denote the observed (i.e.,

randomly assigned) stage 1 treatment. In ADEPT, A1i = 1 implies that cluster i received

REP + EF as an initial treatment while A1i = −1 implies cluster i received REP + EF +
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IF. Let Ri, a binary variable, denote responder/non-responder status at the end of stage 1.

In ADEPT, Ri = 1 if cluster i is a responder at the end of the first stage and Ri = 0 if

cluster i is a non-responder. Let A2i denote the observed (i.e., randomly assigned) stage 2

treatment. Note that, depending on the SMART design, A2i may not be defined for some

clusters i depending on the value of (A1i, Ri). In ADEPT, A2i is defined only for clusters

with A1i = 1 and Ri = 0. In the prototypical SMART, A2i is not defined for clusters with

Ri = 1. See Tables 3.1 and 3.2.

3.3.2.2 Estimator.

Building on Nahum-Shani et al. (2012), Orellana et al. (2010), and Lu et al. (2016), we

obtain estimates of the coefficients (β,η) through solving an estimating equation.

In the estimator, themi×(q+p) matrix D(Xi, a1, a2) is the derivative ofµ(Xi, a1, a2;β,η)

with respect to (β,η); it can be thought of as the “design matrix” for DTR (a1, a2). For

example, using the model in Equation 3.1 for ADEPT, the jth row of D(Xi, a1, a2) is

(1, a1, a2Ia1=1,Xij).

The mi ×mi matrix V(a1, a2,Xi) (abbreviated Vi,a1,a2) is a working model for the co-

variance of Yi conditional on Xi for DTR (a1, a2), Cova1,a2(Yi|Xi). In practice, the matrix

Vi,a1,a2 is unknown and must be estimated prior to solving Equation 3.3; see Implementa-

tion section.

The function I(A1i, Ri, A2i, a1, a2) (abbreviated Ii,a1,a2) is a cluster-level indicator func-

tion which identifies whether (equals 1) or not (equals 0) cluster i was assigned to a se-

quence of treatments that is consistent with DTR (a1, a2). For example, in ADEPT, if

A1i = 1, Ri = 0, and A2i = -1, then cluster i is consistent only with DTR (1,-1); whereas

if A1i = 1, Ri = 1, then cluster i is consistent with both DTR (1,1) and (1,-1).

The weightsW (A1i, A2i, Ri) (abbreviatedWi) are the known cluster-level inverse prob-

ability weights (Orellana et al., 2010) (IPW), Wi = 1/[fA1(A1i)fA2|A1,R(A2i|A1i, Ri)],

where fA1(a) = Pr(A1 = a) and fA2|A1,R(a|b, c) = Pr(A2 = a|A1 = b, R = c) are
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probability mass functions. See Tables 3.1 and 3.2 for the known values of Wi in ADEPT

and the prototypical SMART.

We obtain estimates (β̂, η̂) by solving for (β,η) in

0 =
N∑
i=1

Ui(A1i, Ri, A2i,Xi,Yi;β,η) ,
N∑
i=1

∑
(a1,a2)

Ii,a1,a2Wi

· D(Xi, a1, a2)
TV-1

i,a1,a2
(Yi − µ(Xi, a1, a2;β,η)). (3.3)

The estimates (β̂, η̂) derived from solving Equation 3.3 are consistent and asymptot-

ically normally distributed assuming the mean model (e.g., Equation 3.1 for ADEPT) is

correctly specified. As in the generalized estimating equations literature (Liang and Zeger,

1986, 1993), there is no requirement that the working model Vi,a1,a2 be a correct model for

Cova1,a2(Yi|Xi). See Appendix A.3 for a sketch of the derivations.

3.3.2.3 Intuition for the Weights.

By design, in the observed data in a SMART, different clusters have different proba-

bilities of being consistent with a specific DTR. For example, clusters assigned to cells A

and B are consistent with DTR (1,1) (see Figure 3.1 and Table 3.1). However, clusters

assigned to cell A had a 50% chance of being consistent with DTR (1,1), whereas clusters

assigned to cell B had 25% chance of being consistent with DTR (1,1). Ignoring this known

imbalance—i.e., using an unweighted average of observations in cells A and B to estimate

the mean outcome had the entire population of clusters been assigned to DTR (1,1)—would

cause the Cell A observations to have an unfairly larger influence on the estimator, leading

to bias. The weights are designed to counteract this known imbalance and ensure that all

clusters consistent with DTR (a1, a2) are represented equally. For example, in ADEPT,

clusters in cell A are weighted by 1/0.5 = 2, whereas clusters in cell B are weighted by

1/0.25 = 4.
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3.3.3 Implementation

Typically, in clustered settings, our working model for Cova1,a2(Yi|Xi), Vi,a1,a2 , is taken

to be exchangeable and independent of Xi, i.e., Vi,a1,a2 = σ2∗
a1,a2
· Exchmi

(ρ∗a1,a2). Here

σ2∗
a1,a2

and ρ∗a1,a2 are scalars representing the conditional (on Xi) variance and intra-cluster

correlation (ICC) of the outcome under DTR (a1, a2), and Exchmi
(ρ∗a1,a2) is an mixmi

exchangeable matrix (i.e., [Exch(ρ)]ii = 1 and [Exch(ρ)]ij = ρ for i 6= j). Given this

working model, the estimators (β̂, η̂) can be obtained using the following steps:

Step 1: Solve Equation 3.3 with Vi,a1,a2 set to the identity matrix to obtain (β̂0, η̂0). For

each embedded DTR (a1, a2) obtain residuals ε̂ij,(a1,a2)(β̂0, η̂0) = Yij − µ̂(Xij, a1, a2; β̂0, η̂0).

Step 2: Estimate σ2∗
a1,a2

and ρ∗a1,a2 using

σ̂2∗
a1,a2

=

N∑
i=1

[WiIi(a1,a2)

mi∑
j=1

ε̂2
ij,(a1,a2)

]

N∑
i=1

WiIi(a1,a2)mi

and ρ̂∗a1,a2 =

N∑
i=1

[WiIi(a1,a2)

mi∑
j=1

mi∑
k 6=j

ε̂ij,(a1,a2)ε̂ik,(a1,a2)]

σ̂2∗
a1,a2

N∑
i=1

WiIi(a1,a2)mi(mi−1)
. (3.4)

Step 3: Solve Equation 3.3 with Vi,a1,a2 set to V̂i,a1,a2 = σ̂2∗
a1,a2
· Exchmi

(ρ̂∗a1,a2) to

obtain (β̂1, η̂1).

Step 4: Repeat Steps 2 and 3 with ε̂ij,(a1,a2)(β̂1, η̂1) to obtain final estimates (β̂, η̂).

In simulations we do not find appreciable performance gains by iterating Steps 2 and 3

more than twice.

Steps 1-4 can be seen as extensions of standard GEE analysis (Liang and Zeger, 1986,

1993). Also, some analysts may choose to specify a working correlation structure which

is equal for all DTR’s. In this case, one could take a simple average of the estimates

in Equation 3.4 across all regimens (a1, a2). Lastly, it is well known that by replacing the

knownWi in each step above with estimated weights, statistical efficiency of the estimators

may be improved (Robins et al., 1995; Hernan et al., 2002; Hirano et al., 2003; Bembom

and van der Laan, 2007; Brumback, 2009; Williamson et al., 2014).
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3.3.4 Standard Error Estimation

To estimate the variance of (β̂, η̂) we use the plug-in estimator, given by the (q + p)×

(q + p) matrix 1/N · Σ̂β̂,η̂ = 1/N · Ĵ -1K̂Ĵ -1 where

Ĵ = 1
N

N∑
i=1

∑
(a1,a2)

Ii,a1,a2WiD(Xi, a1, a2)
T V̂ -1

i,a1,a2
D(Xi, a1, a2),

K̂ = 1
N

N∑
i=1

Ui(A1i, Ri, A2i,Xi,Yi; β̂, η̂)UT
i (A1i, Ri, A2i,Xi,Yi; β̂, η̂).

See Appendix A.3 for an adjustment to the standard errors for the case when weights are

estimated.

3.3.5 Hypothesis Testing

For any linear combination of (β,η), say cT (β,η) where c is a (q + p)-dimensional

column vector, we use the univariate Wald statistic Z =
√
NcT (β̂, η̂)/

√
cT Σ̂β̂,η̂c to test

the null hypothesis H0 : cT (β,η) = 0. For example, in ADEPT, to test the difference in

means had the entire population of clusters followed DTR (1,1) versus DTR (-1,.) (i.e.,

primary aim (iv) above) using the model in Equation 3.1, we set c = (0, 2, 1, 0p)T . In large

samples Z has a standard normal distribution under the null hypothesis. Hence, an α level

test is “reject H0 when |Z| > zα/2,” where zα/2 is the upper α/2 quantile of a standard

normal distribution.

3.4 Sample Size Formulae

For both ADEPT and the prototypical SMART, we develop sample size formulae for the

total number of clusters N for comparing the mean patient-level outcome between two em-

bedded DTRs beginning with different stage 1 treatments. Specifically, for ADEPT, formu-

lae are developed for testing null hypotheses of the formH0 : E1,b2(Yij)−E-1,.(Yij) = 0 for
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a fixed b2 ∈ (−1, 1) against alternate hypotheses of the form H1 : E1,b2(Yij)−E-1,.(Yij) =

δ
√
(σ2

1,b2
+ σ2

-1,.)/2. Here, δ is a standardized effect size (Cohen, 1988) and σ2
b1,b2

is the

outcome’s marginal variance under DTR (b1, b2). For the prototypical SMART, formulae

are developed for testing null hypotheses of the form H0 : E1,b2(Yij) − E-1,c2(Yij) = 0

for a fixed (b2, c2) ∈ (−1, 1)2 against alternate hypotheses of the form H1 : E1,b2(Yij) −

E-1,c2(Yij) = δ
√

(σ2
1,b2

+ σ2
-1,c2)/2. The formulae are based on using (3.3) to estimate the

coefficients β in marginal models of the form (3.1) or (3.2) as follows: (i) with or without

a pre-specified cluster-level covariate Xi, (ii) known weights Wi, and (iii) an exchangeable

working covariance structure for Vi,a1,a2 . In addition, formulae are based on large sample

approximations and a constant cluster size mi = m for all i. Extensions to the unequal

cluster size case can be done as in Kerry and Bland (2001) or by conservatively setting m

equal to the minimum cluster size. They also rely on the following working population

assumptions.

1. Equal exchangeable covariance matrices across regimens: We assume the true

marginal covariance matrices are equal for the two DTRs we are testing (e.g.,

Cov1,b2(Yi) = Cov−1,c2(Yi) = σ2 ∗ Exch(ρ) in the prototypical SMART)

2. Conditional covariance inequality: For a specific DTR, we assume non-responders

do not vary from the marginal mean significantly more than responders. This as-

sumption applies to different DTRs based on design, see below. A concern about this

assumption should be raised only if the scientist, apriori, believed that, for a specific

DTR, non-responders had significantly larger variances than responders or if the re-

sponse rate was expected to be much larger than 0.5 (which is atypical for SMART

designs). See Appendix A.1 for details.

3. Correct marginal mean model: We assume thatEa1,a2(Yij | Xi) = µ(Xi, a1, a2;β, η)

for the pre-specified cluster-level Xi, where µ(Xi, a1, a2;β, η) is of the form (3.1) or

(3.2). When Xi is not included in (3.1) or (3.2), this assumption is met trivially.
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Each formula is a function of the cluster size m, the effect size δ, the outcome’s ICC,

ρ, the probability of a cluster responding after receiving a particular initial treatment, p1 =

P(R = 1|A1 = 1) and p-1 = P(R = 1|A1 = -1), and the standard normal quantiles zα/2

and zβ , where α is the size of our test and 1 − β is the power. We first provide formulae

for estimation without covariates followed by the case when a cluster-level covariate Xi is

used.

3.4.1 ADEPT Sample Size Formula

For ADEPT, working assumption 2 is: E1,b2 [(Yi − µ(1, b2))(Yi − µ(1, b2))T |R =

0] � E1,b2 [(Yi − µ(1, b2))(Yi − µ(1, b2))T ] = Cov1,b2(Yi). Also, for ADEPT, working

assumption 1 can be relaxed to σ2
1,b2
≤ σ2

−1,.. Under these assumptions we obtain the

sample size formula

N =
4(zβ + zα/2)

2

mδ2
· (1 + (m− 1)ρ) · (1 + 1− p1

2
). (3.5)

3.4.2 Prototypical Sample Size Formula

For Prototypical SMART designs, working assumption 2 is: for both DTRs in our test,

i.e., (a1, a2) = (1, b2) and (−1, c2), Ea1,a2 [(Yi − µ(a1, a2))(Yi − µ(a1, a2))T |R = 0] �

Ea1,a2 [(Yi − µ(a1, a2))(Yi − µ(a1, a2))T ] = Cova1,a2(Yi). Under these assumptions we

obtain the sample size formula:

N =
4(zβ + zα/2)

2

mδ2
· (1 + (m− 1)ρ) · (1 + (1− p1) + (1− p-1)

2
). (3.6)

Note this formula is identical to the formula in Ghosh et al. (2015) Also, note that we

believe working assumptions 1-3 are implicit in their work.

The sample size formulae in Formula 3.5 and Formula 3.6 are intuitive. The first two

terms in both formulae are identical; these terms compose the formula for the sample size

for the difference in means in a 2-arm randomized control trial (RCT) with cluster-level
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randomization (Donner and Klar, 2010). The second term, in particular, is the expression

for the variance inflation factor (VIF) arising from cluster-randomized trials. If ρ = 0 (i.e.,

VIF = 1), there is no inflation due to cluster randomization because we have no correlation

within clusters. As ρ increases, each new observation within a cluster provides less unique

information causing the VIF to increase. This, in turn, leads to an increase in sample size,

N .

The third term, which is unique to SMARTs, is used to account for the fact that some

clusters are re-randomized depending on response at the end of stage 1; hence, this last

term is a function of the rate of response to first stage intervention. To understand this third

term, it is useful to consider the following two extremes in the context of the prototypical

SMART. If both response rates (p1, p-1) are 1, then there is no re-randomization and the

design is analogous to a 2-arm cluster-randomized RCT (here, the third term is equal to

1). If, on the other hand, both response rates are 0, then all clusters are randomized twice;

here, the third term is equal to 2. Note how the third term is different for ADEPT and the

prototypical SMART due to the difference in randomization schemes. Also, the special

case where response rates to initial treatments are equal (i.e., p1 = p-1) leads to a clustered

version of the sample size formula in Oetting et al. (2011).

3.4.3 Sample Size Formulae with a Cluster-level Covariate

When including a cluster-level covariate in (3.1) or (3.2), working assumption 2 is sim-

ilar for each corresponding design, except that it involves the conditional (on Xi) marginal

mean, i.e., Ea1,a2 [(Yi − µ(Xi, a1, a2))(Yi − µ(Xi, a1, a2))
T |R = 0] �

Ea1,a2 [(Yi−µ(Xi, a1, a2))(Yi−µ(Xi, a1, a2))
T ].Also, our formulae depends on Cor(Y,X),

which is the scalar correlation between the outcome Yij and the cluster-level covariate Xi

under the DTRs in our test. Note that under assumptions 1 and 3, this correlation is con-

stant across these DTRs (i.e., Cor2(Y,X) , Cor21,b2(Yij, Xi) = Cor2−1,c2(Yij, Xi)). We
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obtain the following sample size formula for ADEPT

N =
4(zβ + zα/2)

2

mδ2
· (1 + (m− 1)ρ∗) · (1 + 1− p1

2
) · [1− Cor2(Y,X)]. (3.7)

For the prototypical SMART, the sample size formula is

N =
4(zβ + zα/2)

2

mδ2
(1 + (m− 1)ρ∗)(1 +

(1− p1) + (1− p-1)

2
)[1− Cor2(Y,X)],

where ρ∗ = (ρ− Cor2(Y,X))/(1− Cor2(Y,X)).

The use of a covariate leads to two changes in the sample size formulae. First, as

expected (Spybrook et al., 2011), depending on the strength of the correlation between X

and Y (i.e., Cor2(Y,X)), the use of a covariate has the potential to reduce the minimum

required sample size; this is because the use of covariates may improve the efficiency of

our estimate of the coefficients β. Second, there is a reduction in sample size due to the

reduction in correlation, ρ∗, which, by definition, is always less than ρ.

3.4.4 Using the Sample Size Formula for the ADEPT study

To exemplify how the formula can be utilized in practice, we calculate how large of a

difference between DTRs (1,-1) and (-1,.) we can detect in ADEPT. This difference would

help us understand if it is better to give REP + EF + IF to non-responding clinics initially,

or to delay REP + EF + IF until a clinic is non-responsive to REP + EF. In ADEPT, we

expect the ICC of patient’s MH-QOL to be ρ = 0.01 and the probability of responding

when initially receiving REP + EF to be p1 = 0.2. Using the true sample size of N = 60,

a common cluster size of m = 10, and performing an α = 0.05 level test (zα/2 = 1.96),

by rearranging Formula 3.5, we conclude that at 80% power (zβ = 0.84) we can detect an

effect size of δ = 0.282.
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3.5 Simulations

Simulations were conducted to evaluate the developed formulae and understand their

robustness to violations of the working assumptions. Specifically, we evaluate formulae

under four scenarios: (1) satisfying all working assumptions, (2) violating working as-

sumption 1, (3) violating working assumption 2, and (4) violating working assumption 3.

For each scenario, we compare the nominal power of 0.9 with the estimated power (based

on 1000 iterations). Here, we present results for ADEPT; results were similar for the pro-

totypical SMART.

Details concerning the data generative model can be found in Appendix A.2. Data

were generated to mimic the ADEPT study. We considered different data generative sce-

narios with varied standardized effect sizes (δ = 0.2 (small), 0.5 (moderate)), cluster sizes

(m = 5, 10, 20), ICC (ρ or ρ∗ = 0.01 or 0.1), and, when there is a cluster-level covariate,

the correlation between X and Y (Cor2(Y,X) ∈ [0.04, 0.4]). We also considered different

scenarios constituting violations of the working assumptions (details below). For each sce-

nario, the sample size was selected based on the proposed formulae with nominal power

(1 − β) = 0.9 and Type-I error rate α = 0.05. 1000 data sets were generated for each sce-

nario. Each data set was analyzed as in the Implementation and Standard Error Estimation

sub-sections, using the marginal mean model in Equation 3.1.

ICC, ρ Effect Size, δ Cluster Size, m Sample Size, N Assumptions Violating Violating
are correct Assumption 1 Assumption 2

0.01 0.2 5 306 0.894 0.891 0.886
20 88 0.917 0.890 0.876*

0.5 5 49 0.909 0.898 0.880*
10 26 0.906 0.878* 0.893

0.1 0.2 5 412 0.910 0.901 0.870*
20 213 0.922* 0.902 0.891

0.5 5 66 0.909 0.888 0.898
20 34 0.915 0.913 0.889

*The proportion is significantly different from 0.9 at the 5% level.

Table 3.3: Power analysis of Formula 3.5

Table 3.3 describes simulation results for the sample size formula in Formula 3.5. To
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violate assumption 1, we made the response variance under DTR(1, b2) 1.5 times the re-

sponse variance under DTR (−1, .). We could have also violated this assumption by devi-

ating from an exchangeable covariance structure, however, in cluster-randomized trials it

is rare to use an other covariance structure (Eldridge et al., 2009). To violate assumption

2, we made non-responders have significantly larger variance than responders under DTR

(1, b2).

As expected, when no assumptions are violated (column 5), our estimated power is

close to our pre-specified power, 0.9. When assumption 1 is violated (column 6) or as-

sumption 2 is violated (column 7), we see that our power does not reduce dramatically.

Hence, we conclude that our sample size formula is robust to violations of working as-

sumptions 1 and 2. Also, the Type-I error rate does not depend on working assumptions 1

or 2. Hence, under each of these scenarios, with the effect size set to 0, the Type-I error

rate is close to the nominal rate of 0.05.

Because working assumption 3 will always be true when there are no covariates, we

run a second simulation, this time with a cluster-level covariate, to evaluate the robustness

of the sample size formula in Formula 3.7 to a violation of this assumption. Specifically,

to violate assumption 3, we deviate from the linear marginal mean in Equation 3.1 by

generating data with Ea1,a2(Yij|Xi) = β0 + β1a1 + β2a2Ia1=1 + ηfk(Xi) where fk(Xi) =

Xi for Xi ∈ [−k, k], fk(Xi) = k for Xi > k, and fk(Xi) = −k for Xi < −k (i.e., the

linear marginal mean is misspecified outside of [−k, k]). Here η is chosen to maintain the

same values of Cor(Y,X). Setting k = 2 indicates a small violation (column 7) and setting

k = 1 indicates a large violation (column 8). We still, however, analyze the data using the

marginal mean model in Equation 3.1. The results are in Table 3.4.

As expected, when no assumptions are violated (column 6), our estimated power is

close to our pre-specified power, 0.9. Note the reduction in sample size caused by the

addition of a covariate. Under a small violation (column 7), we see the power is not signif-

icantly reduced. Under a large violation (column 8), we see our power is lowest when X
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ICC, ρ∗ Effect Size, δ Cluster Size, m Cor2(Y,X) Sample Size, N Assumptions Small Large
are correct Violation of Violation of

Assumption 3 Assumption 3
0.01 0.2 5 0.238 233 0.909 0.904 0.859*

20 0.238 65 0.903 0.879* 0.777*
0.5 5 0.043 47 0.891 0.901 0.902

10 0.066 24 0.893 0.903 0.897
0.1 0.2 5 0.243 305 0.918 0.900 0.890

20 0.243 159 0.915 0.922* 0.864*
0.5 5 0.043 63 0.898 0.916 0.919*

20 0.043 32 0.908 0.920* 0.899

*The proportion is significantly different from 0.9 at the 5% level.

Table 3.4: Power analysis of Formula 3.7

and Y are moderately correlated and the sample size is low. This is because when X and Y

are weakly correlated, the overall influence of X is small, and hence misspecification of the

relationship between X and Y will have little influence on our estimation and power. Also,

once again, under these scenarios, with the effect size set to 0, the Type-I error rate is close

to the nominal rate of 0.05.

3.6 Discussion and Future Work

This chapter presents a regression estimator and sample size formulae for comparing

embedded DTRs using data arising from a cluster-randomized SMART. Methods were

motivated by the ADEPT SMART, a study designed to develop a DTR (at the level of

community-based mental health clinics) designed to improve mental health outcomes for

patients clustered within those sites (Kilbourne et al., 2014). Sample size formulae were

derived for both ADEPT and for a more common type of SMART.

There are a number of directions for future research in the analysis of cluster-randomized

SMARTs. First, relatively staightforward applications of the estimator in Equation 3.3 with

different link functions can be used to analyze, for example, binary, count, or zero-inflated

outcomes.

Second, in practice, many cluster-randomized SMARTs will collect longitudinal (i.e.,

repeated measures) research outcomes at the patient-level. A natural next step is to com-
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bine the estimator presented here with methods for the analysis of longitudinal SMART

outcomes (Lu et al., 2016) in order to accommodate two levels of clustering: repeated

measures within patients within clusters.

Third, future work could also consider the use of variance components models, i.e.,

mixed effects or random effects models (Raudenbush and Bryk, 2002; Hedeker and Gib-

bons, 2006), which are now-standard in the analysis of randomized trials.

Fourth, while this chapter focuses on the analysis of primary aims in a SMART, in

the DTR literature there is much interest in the development and application of analysis

methods designed to generate hypotheses about more individually-tailored DTRs (Qian

and Murphy, 2011; Linn et al., 2014; Moodie et al., 2014; Laber and Zhao, 2015; Zhang

et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2015). Much of this literature has focused on

identifying optimal DTRs at the individual level. Such methods could be extended for the

analysis of data arising from cluster-randomized SMARTs to develop optimal cluster-level

DTRs.

There are also a number of interesting methodological issues related to the design of

cluster-randomized SMARTs (with implications for analysis methods). First, the sample

size formulae derived here were limited to cases where our data contains a single cluster-

level covariate. Future work may provide extensions to data containing multiple covariates

and individual-level covariates.

Second, in this chapter we focus on SMARTs that are useful for developing of cluster-

level DTRs where the initial and subsequent decisions are all at the cluster-level. However,

there is currently much interest by educational scientists in SMARTs aimed at developing

DTRs where sequences of intervention decisions are made at both the cluster and individual

level. For example, we are currently involved in the conduct of a trial where the first stage

intervention is at the level of classrooms with children with autism (such classrooms often

include 1 to 3 children with autism), and the subsequent stages of intervention are at the

level of the children themselves (Kasari et al., 2016).
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CHAPTER IV

Assessing Real-time Moderation for Developing Adaptive
Mobile Health Interventions for Medical Interns: A

Micro-randomized Trial

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Background

According to the World Health Organization, depression is the leading cause of disease-

associated disability in the world (World Health Organization, 2017). In the US, the burden

of depression, including suicide, has continued to grow (Greenberg et al., 2015). In popula-

tions at high risk, prevention of depression may be an effective strategy. The U.S. National

Academy of Medicine has highlighted the need to develop, evaluate, and implement pre-

vention interventions for depression and other mental, emotional, and behavioral disorders

(Hawkins et al., 2016).

Prevention interventions for depression are critical for individuals in stressful work

environments. Stressful work environments can lead to increased rates of depression (Ten-

nant, 2001). However, high stress can make individuals less receptive to intervention and

behavior change (Baucom et al., 2015; Everett et al., 1995).

Unlike other recent advances, mobile technology has the potential to transform the

delivery and timing of depression prevention interventions to meet the needs of highly

stressed individuals. In contrast to more intensive treatment (such as therapeutic appoint-
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ments), mobile health interventions (e.g., push notifications) can be delivered at low burden,

which may be critical given individuals’ high stress workloads. Mobile devices hold the

power to deliver just-in-time adaptive interventions (JITAIs) (Nahum-Shani et al., 2017) to

individuals during times when they are able to receive and respond to them. Lastly, mo-

bile devices also collect objective measurements of an individual’s context and behavior

with minimal burden (such as step counts and sleep duration). This data may, in turn, be

used to determine when to deliver interventions and evaluate intervention efficacy without

bothering the individuals.

When initially designing a JITAI, these states of opportunity (Nahum-Shani et al.,

2017)—times when individuals are receptive to positive behavior change—are not known.

Timing is critical because poorly timed interventions can lead to loss of engagement with

the intervention (Zhang and Elhadad, 2016). Timing interventions is also particularly im-

portant for individuals with in stressful work environments because poorly timed interven-

tions could cause increased disengagement and treatment fatigue (Heckman et al., 2015).

Current behavioral theories lack the granularity and adaptivity necessary to inform the

timing of the delivery of mobile health interventions (Riley et al., 2011; Spruijt-Metz and

Nilsen, 2014). Many theoretical models are non-dynamic— they only consider treatment

adaptation based on baseline characteristics (e.g., sex, depression history) (Riley, 2014).

Timing and adapting treatment based on real-time variables is essential for developing high-

quality JITAIs (Nahum-Shani et al., 2017).

This article takes a data-driven approach to inform dynamic timing of intervention de-

livery. Experimentation and data collection were used to provide empirical evidence for

determining states of opportunity—the data will illustrate when interventions cause the

positive behavior change in individuals, and when they do not.

In statistical terms, we formulate the task of empirically learning how to dynami-

cally time interventions as discovering time-varying moderators of causal treatment effects

(Klasnja et al., 2015). Time-varying moderators are time-varying because the modera-
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tors’ values vary throughout the study (e.g., daily mood), and are moderators because they

change—or moderate—the efficacy of subsequent treatments. For example, if push notifi-

cations containing sleep messages perform worse on individuals with little sleep in the pre-

vious night compared to individuals with high sleep, then previous night’s sleep moderates

the effect of sleep notifications. Discovering time-varying moderators informs treatment

timing because treatment delivery can now be based on the observed values of these mod-

erators. In the example, sleep notifications should now only be sent after individuals obtain

a sufficient night’s sleep.

We assessed time-varying moderators of mobile health interventions targeting three

categories: mood, activity, and sleep. Stressful work environments can lead to sleep de-

privation and physical inactivity (Kalmbach et al., 2018; Âkerstedt, 2006; Lallukka et al.,

2004), two behaviors directly associated with depression (Kalmbach et al., 2018; Baglioni

et al., 2011; Ströhle, 2009). To prevent depression in individuals experiencing high stress, it

is critical to develop high-quality interventions which can help them maintain and improve

their mood, either through targeting mood directly, or by indirectly improving activity and

sleep (Kalmbach et al., 2018; Ströhle, 2009).

Our study population is medical interns. Medical interns (physicians in their first year of

residency) experience stressful work environments throughout their entire internship year.

Interns are known to suffer from depression at higher rates than the general public (Mata

et al., 2015). Focusing on physician training, a rare situation where a dramatic increase in

stress can be anticipated, provides an ideal experimental model to develop interventions for

maintaining mental wellness during life and work stressors.

Our study, the 2018 Intern Health Study (IHS) (The Sen Lab, 2019), is 6-month long

mobile health cohort study which tracks medical interns using phones and wearables. Dur-

ing the internship year, we conducted a micro-randomized trial (MRT)(Klasnja et al., 2015).

Standard single-time point randomized control trials (RCTs) only inform moderation by

baseline variables (Kraemer et al., 2002) and do not permit the discovery of time-varying
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moderators. The MRT was advantageous because it allows us to discover time-varying

moderators of causal treatment effects (Klasnja et al., 2015).

During each week in the 6-month study, an intern was randomized to one of four pos-

sible treatments: a week of mood notifications, activity notifications, sleep notifications,

or no notifications. The outcomes are average daily mood valence (measured through a

one question survey), average daily steps (as a proxy for activity), and average daily sleep

duration, where averages are 7 day averages of data collected during the week of treat-

ment. The strongest moderators were hypothesized to be previous week’s average daily

mood, average daily steps, and average daily sleep, as these were the strongest predictors

of the outcomes (based on previous years’ IHS data (The Sen Lab, 2019)). We were only

interested in a subset of combinations of outcomes, treatments, and moderators. These are

specified next.

4.1.2 Study Aims

Here we highlight the primary and secondary aims of this paper. Below, the ‘effect’ (for

which we are assessing moderation) corresponds to how a week of a certain notification

category causally changes an outcome compared to weeks with no notifications.

The moderator aims listed below were not the only aims of the 2018 IHS. Main effects

analyses were conducted prior to the analysis of moderator effects. This paper focuses

on moderator analyses as those were the most interesting findings. Other study aims and

results can be found in Appendix B.1.

4.1.2.1 Primary Aim

Our primary aim focuses on discovering how an intern’s previous mood moderates

the effect of notifications in general. Specifically, we examined: “Is the effect of a week

of notifications (of any category) on average daily mood moderated by previous week’s

mood?’ [Outcome = mood, Treatment = any (mood, activity, or sleep), Moderator =
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mood]

Exploratory Sub-Aim

If we do find that mood moderates the effect of notifications, generally, we will assess if

this moderation is consistent across all intervention categories. Specifically, we examined:

“Is the effect of each individual category of notification on average daily mood moderated

by previous week’s mood?” [Outcome = mood, Treatment = mood, activity, and sleep

separately, Moderator = mood]

4.1.2.2 Secondary Aim 1

Secondary aim 1 focuses on discovering how an intern’s previous activity moderates

the effect of notifications containing activity messages. Specifically, we examined: “Is the

effect of a week of activity notifications on average daily step count moderated by previous

week’s step count?” [Outcome = steps, Treatment = activity, Moderator = steps]

4.1.2.3 Secondary Aim 2

Secondary aim 2 focuses on discovering how an intern’s previous sleep moderates the

effect of notifications containing sleep messages. Specifically, we examined: “Is the ef-

fect of a week of sleep notifications on average daily sleep moderated by previous week’s

sleep?” [Outcome = sleep,Treatment = sleep, Moderator = sleep]

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 The Study App

Study participants were provided a Fitbit Charge 2 to collect sleep and activity data,

and a phone appc downloaded to the intern’s phone. The app is able to conduct ecological

momentary assessments (EMAs) (Shiffman et al., 2008), aggregate and visualize data, and

deliver push notifications.
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Since the primary aim of the study is focused on understanding the effects of inter-

ventions on intern mental health, we employ a daily EMA to measure mood valence (see

Figure 4.1-ii). Daily mood is one of two cardinal symptoms of depression (Löwe et al.,

2005). This daily mood EMA is used widely to track mood in depressed patients (Foreman

et al., 2011). There are more widely used measurements of mental health other than mood

valence (such as the Patient Health Questionnaire (Kroenke et al., 2001)), however these

questionnaires are too time intensive to ask every day. Participants are prompted to enter

their daily mood every day at 8pm.

In addition to prompting and collecting EMA data, the study app aggregates and dis-

plays visual summaries of interns’ historical data. The app aggregates raw step and sleep

counts (collected through the Fitbit) and mood EMA data and display historical daily trends

to the intern. See Figure 4.1-i. Displaying historical trends to the intern helps them self-

monitor their mood, activity, and sleep trajectories, and could potentially lead to positive

reactive behavior change (Korotitsch and Nelson-Gray, 1999). These displays are a type

of ‘pull’ intervention —-interventions which are available only upon user request or user

access. The ‘pull’ component was available to all participants at all times. Assessing its

effects was not the focus of this study.

The IHS app also to delivers ‘push’ interventions—interventions delivered without user

prompting. Evaluating the push notification intervention is the focus of this study.

4.2.2 Push Notification Intervention

Push notifications were provided to the interns through the study app, with the goal

of improving healthy behavior in a target category of interest: mood, activity, and sleep.

Mood notifications are intended to improve intern mood, activity notifications are intended

to increase intern physical activity, and the sleep notifications are intended to increase intern

sleep duration.

For all categories, there are two notification types: tips and life insights. Tips are non-
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Figure 4.1: Screenshots of (i) app dashboard, (ii) mood EMA, and (iii) lock screen notifi-
cations

data-based notifications that provide support and advice for improving and maintaining

healthy mood, activity, or sleep. Life insights are notifications based on the user’s specific

data. As many interns may not readily think to access the app and its data visualizations

for self-monitoring, the life insights notifications are intended to provide interns a brief

summary of their data directly without requiring them to access the app. By informing and

motivating interns through feedback on their behavior, we aim to inspire healthy behavior

change (DiClemente et al., 2001; Korotitsch and Nelson-Gray, 1999).

4.2.3 The Intern Health Study Micro-randomized Trial Design

In order to determine the best time to deliver notifications of different categories, we

ran an MRT. The MRT design is pictured in Figure 4.2. The MRT design and protocol were

approved by University of Michigan IRB (UM IRB Protocol #HUM00033029).

The main randomization was the weekly randomization to a specific notification cate-

gory. We randomized an individual to one of three categories of notifications (mood, ac-
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Types
Category Life Insight Tip

Mood

Your mood has ranges from 7 to 9
over the past 2 weeks. The average
intern’s daily mood goes down by
7.5% after intern year begins

Treat yourself to your
favorite meal.
You’ve earned it!

Activity

Prior to beginning internship, you
averaged 117 to 17,169 steps per day.
How does that compare with your
current daily step count?

Exercising releases
endorphins which
may improve mood.
Staying fit and
healthy can help
increase your energy
level.

Sleep

The average nightly sleep duration
for an intern is 6 hours 42 minutes.
Your average since starting internship
is 7 hours 47 minutes

Try to get 6 to 8 hours
of sleep each night
if possible. Notice how
even small increases in
sleep may help you to
function at peak capacity
& better manage the
stresses of internship.

Table 4.1: Table of examples of 6 different groups of notifications

tivity, sleep) or to no-notification, which means the intern did not receive any notifications

for the entire week. The no-notification week served as our baseline treatment comparator.

That is, we were able to compare how a week of a certain notification category changed

intern behavior when compared to a week of no notifications.

The randomization—and the ensuing analysis of effects—occurred at the weekly-level

for two reasons. For one, the notifications are not intended to change the interns behavior

in the next few hours, but over the next few days. Randomizing and analyzing effects at

the weekly-level, as opposed to daily- or minute-level, permited discovery of notification

effects over a longer period of time, which is valuable for our study population. Secondly,

as interns are quite busy, they may not have significant behavior change after receiving a

single notification. Instead interns received several notifications of the same category and

had a consistent reminder about improving that category. This gave them the chance to
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Figure 4.2: Randomization scheme of the Intern Health Study MRT

register and remember the desired behavior change.

If a user was randomized to a week where they receive notifications, they were then

randomized to receive a notification with 50% probability (i.e., for a mood notification

week the user received, on average, 3.5 mood notifications that week). The purpose of

this randomization is to balance delivering enough notifications to be noticeable and cause

behavior change, but not too often that it leads to treatment fatigue (Heckman et al., 2015).

Treatment fatigue is pervasive in mobile health (Nahum-Shani et al., 2017) and for individ-

uals with heavy workloads (Heckman et al., 2015).

Another way to prevent treatment fatigue is through increased variability in notifica-

tions and the order they are received (Hockey, 2013). For each notification category, the

notifications alternated between life insights and tips. Also, each notification was drawn

randomly, without replacement, from a bucket of notifications. The bucket refilled once it

was completely emptied. Alternating between life insights and tips increased the day to day

variability of the notification framing. Drawing notifications without replacement ensured

that users are not receiving repeats of the same notification. Under this scheme, on average,

a user did not receive a repeated notification for 16 weeks.
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4.2.4 Participants

Medical doctors starting their year-long internship in summer of 2018 were eligible to

participate in the study. Interns were on boarded before the start of their internship (between

April 2018-June 2018), in which they were instructed to download the study app, were

provided Fitbits, completed a baseline survey, and were able to begin entering mood scores.

Data collection began when they were enrolled in the study and continued until the end of

the trial. Collecting data prior to the start of the internship provided baseline measurements

of mood, step counts, and sleep which are valuable control variables in the analysis. The

weekly randomizations and notification delivery began on June 30, 2018, one day prior

to the start of interns’ clinical duties. Interns were re-randomized every 7 days thereafter.

During the study, notifications were sent at 3pm, mood EMAs were collected daily at 8pm,

and sleep/step data were collected every minute. The interns received notifications for 6

months (26 weeks), and the trial ended on December 28th, 2018.

4.2.5 Statistical Analysis

4.2.5.1 Overview

To analyze the primary and secondary aims, we performed a moderator analysis for

each of the outcomes, treatments, and moderators specified in Section 4.1.2. Here we first

describe the general model and methods used. Then we provide the particular details for

each aim of interest. Further details on the statistical methods can be found in Appendix

B.3.

In the analysis, there were 4 sets of variables of interest:

1. The outcome variables, Yt, corresponding to the treatment outcome of interest.

2. The treatment indicator, Zt. For now, Zt is binary (an indicator where Zt = 1

implies it is a week where a user gets notifications of any category, and Zt = 0 is a

week where a user gets no notifications). The case where there are more treatments
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of interest (e.g., mood, activity, and sleep notifications) will be described under the

secondary aims.

3. The moderator, Mt, corresponding to the causal effect moderator of interest.

4. The last set of variables, Xt, are the control variables. The control variables are

variables measured prior to each weekly randomization which are associated with

Yt. The purpose of the control variables is to reduce the variation in the outcome

and reduce the standard error when estimating the treatment effect of interest. Based

on analyses of previous years’ IHS data (The Sen Lab, 2019), the control variables

included data collected from the baseline survey (sex, Patient Health Questionnaire

score (Kroenke et al., 2001), depression history, neuroticism), pre-internship data

summaries (pre-internship average mood, step count, and sleep), and time-varying

data (study week, previous week’s average daily mood, step count, and sleep).

Note that the outcomes, treatment, and moderators correspond exactly to the outcomes,

treatments, and moderators described in Section 4.1.2. Variables are indexed by time t,

corresponding to each week of the study (t = 1, . . . , 26). Since interns were randomized to

different treatments each week, the outcomes, treatments, moderators, and control variables

were aggregated at the weekly-level. Variables which are not time-varying (i.e., baseline

and pre-internship data) remain constant for all values of t. Indexing M by t demonstrates

our interest in assessing time-varying moderators.

A linear model was used as a working model for the moderator analysis. The model is

a ‘working’ model, as indicated by ''='', because the estimation methods do not require all

parts of the model to be correctly specified. The outcome of interest (e.g., average daily

mood), Yt, was regressed on 4 sets of variables Xt,Mt, Zt, and ZtMt, giving the linear

working model the form:

E(Yt|Xt,Mt, Zt) ''='' α0Xt + α1Mt + β0Zt + β1ZtMt.

In our model, the coefficient β0 is interpreted as the treatment effect of notifications,
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compared to no notifications, when the moderatorMt is 0. The moderation effect of interest

is the coefficient β1 for the interaction of Zt and Mt. This coefficient is interpreted as the

change in treatment effect of treatment Zt on Yt for a 1 unit change in Mt. A positive

value for β1 indicates that the treatment works better after weeks when Mt is high, while a

negative value indicates that the treatment works better after time points when Mt is low.

Note that this moderation effect, β1, is an average effect. It is average over time in the study

and user-specific variables.

4.2.5.2 Estimation techniques

To estimate the coefficients, we used a weighted and centered least squares estimator

described in Boruvka et al. (2018). The estimation method provides unbiased, robust esti-

mates of the causal effect moderation of interest. The method is robust to misspecification

of terms not interacted with treatment (α0Xt + α1Mt). The method also uses robust stan-

dard error estimation (i.e., sandwich estimator) to account for within-person dependencies

in the data. The method was implemented in R using the package geepack (Halekoh et al.,

2006).

4.2.5.3 Missing Data

Missingness will occured throughout the trial due to interns not completing self-reported

mood survey or not wearing Fitbits. Multiple imputation (Little and Rubin, 2019), a robust

method for dealing with missing data, was used to impute missing data at the daily level.

Due to the complexity of the trial design and data structure, our imputation method com-

bines imputation methods for longitudinal data (Bell and Fairclough, 2014) and sequen-

tially randomized trials (Shortreed et al., 2014). Results were aggregated across multiple

imputed data sets using Rubin’s rules (Little and Rubin, 2019; Grund et al., 2016). Sensi-

tivity analyses were performed to assess the sensitivity of the conclusions to missing data;

the results were validated by re-analyzing smaller data sets, which only include interns or
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time points with minimal missingness. The results can be found in Appendix B.2

4.2.5.4 Primary Aim

The primary aim assesses previous week’s average daily mood as a moderator of the

effect of notifications on average daily mood. For this analysis the interpretation β1 is

“The change in treatment effect (for delivering a week of notifications compared to a week

of no notifications) on average daily mood when the previous week’s average daily mood

increases by 1”. A positive value for β1 indicates that notifications have a better effect

on mood (compared to no notifications) when the intern’s previous mood was high, while

a negative value for β1 indicates that notifications have a better effect on mood when the

intern’s previous mood was low.

To evaluate if this effect is statistically significant, we performed a hypothesis test com-

paring the coefficient β1 to 0, with a .05 type 1 error rate. We reported the estimated

coefficient (β̂1), the standard error, and p-value of this test. Though estimating and testing

the moderation effect is useful, it does not demonstrate the actual effects of treatment on

the outcome of interest (e.g., are the notifications helping or hurting the interns). Hence,

in addition to a hypothesis test, we also plotted the estimated treatment effect at various

values of the moderator. We did this by using both the estimated slope (β̂1) and intercept

(β̂0) of the moderation effect.

4.2.5.5 Secondary Aim 1

The first secondary aim assesses previous week’s average daily step count as a modera-

tor of the effect of activity notifications on average daily step count. For this aim, the treat-

ment is no longer binary, since there are 4 possible notification categories. To evaluate the

multivariate treatment, the treatment variable (Zt) was encoded into 3 indicator variables:

activity notification weeks (Zt = (1, 0, 0)), sleep notification weeks (Zt = (0, 1, 0)), mood

notification weeks (Zt = (0, 0, 1)), or no-notification weeks (Zt = (0, 0, 0)). Here, the
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baseline is again no-notification weeks. The coefficients β0 and β1 are now 3-dimensional

vectors as well, and we let β0i and β1i refer to the ith dimension of β0 and β1, respectively.

See Appendix B.3 fo further details on the multivariate treatment model. The focus of

inference for secondary aim 1 is on the first dimension of the moderation effect, β11 (i.e.,

the comparison between activity notification weeks and no-notification weeks).

The outcome of interest, Yt, is average daily square root step count during the same

week the subject receives notifications. The daily step count was square rooted because

the raw step counts tend to have right skew. Square rooting reduced this skew, decreased

outliers, and made our estimation more robust. Similarly, the moderator, Mt, of interest is

the average daily square root step count of the previous week (i.e., week t− 1).

For this analysis, the focus is on the first dimension of the moderation effect, β11. The

interpretation β11 is “The change in treatment effect (for delivering a week of activity no-

tifications compared to a week of no notifications) on average daily square root step count

when the previous week’s average daily square root step count increases by 1”. A positive

value for β11 indicates that activity notifications have a better effect on activity (compared

to no notifications) when the intern’s previous activity was high, while a negative value

for β11 indicates that activity notifications have a better effect on activity when the intern’s

previous activity was low.

To evaluate the significance of this effect, we performed a hypothesis test comparing

the coefficient β11 to 0, with a .05 type 1. We reported the estimated coefficient (β̂11), the

standard error, and p-value. Again, in order to illustrate the actual size of the effect, we

also used estimates β̂01 and β̂11 to plot the estimated treatment effect at various values of

the moderator. For interpretability, this graph is on the re-transformed raw average daily

step count scale.
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4.2.5.6 Secondary Aim 2

The second secondary aim assesses previous week’s average daily sleep count as a

moderator of the effect of sleep notifications on average daily sleep count. Similar to

secondary aim 1, the treatment here is no longer binary and we encoded the treatment

vector the same way as Section 4.2.5.5. For this analysis, the focus of inference is on

the second dimension (the indicator for sleep notification week), which compares sleep

notification weeks to no-notification weeks. The outcome of interest, Yt, is average daily

square root sleep minutes during the same week the subject receives notifications. The

daily sleep minutes was square rooted in order to reduce skew and decreases outliers. The

moderator,Mt, of interest is also the average daily square root sleep minutes of the previous

(i.e., week t− 1).

For this analysis, the focus is on the second dimension of the moderation effect, β12.

The interpretation β12 is “The change in treatment effect (for delivering a week of sleep

notifications compared to a week of no notifications) on average daily square root sleep

minutes when the previous week’s average daily square root sleep minutes increases by 1”.

A positive value for β12 would indicate that sleep notifications have a better effect on sleep

(compared to no notifications) when the intern’s previous sleep was high, while a negative

value for β12 would indicate that sleep notifications have a better effect on sleep when the

intern’s previous sleep was low.

Again, we performed a hypothesis test comparing β12 to 0 with .05 type 1 error, and

reported the estimated coefficient (β̂12), the standard error, and p-value. In order to illustrate

the size of the effect, we used estimates β̂02 and β̂12 to plot the estimated treatment effect at

various values of the moderator. This graph was re-transformed to the sleep minute scale.

4.2.5.7 Exploratory Sub-Aim

The exploratory aim assesses previous week’s mood as a moderator of the effect of

each notification category on average daily mood. For the exploratory aim, we performed
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a similar analysis as done in the Section 4.2.5.4, except the treatment was separated into

4 treatment categories (as in the Section 4.2.5.5). Since this aim is only exploratory, we

did not calculate p-values. Instead we explored the estimated moderation effects visually.

Specifically, for each notification category, we plotted the estimated treatment effect at var-

ious values of the moderator. This required making 3 separate lines using each dimension

of β̂0 and β̂1, with β̂0i providing the intercept and β̂1i providing the slope. The moderator

still corresponds to moderation of the effect of a certain notification category compared to

no notifications.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Participants

Participants were recruited through emails, which were sent to future interns from 47

different recruitment institutions between April 1st, 2018 and June 25th, 2018. The recruit-

ment institutions comprised both medical schools, where emails were sent to all graduates,

and residency locations, where emails were sent to all incoming interns. 5,233 future in-

terns received the initial email inviting them to participate in the study. 2,134 (41%) interns

downloaded the study app, completed the consent form, and filled out the baseline survey

sometime before June 25th, 2018. The study app and study participation were restricted to

interns using an Iphone, the phone brand used by a majority of interns. The 2,134 interns

received a Fitbit Charge 2. Of the 2,134, 1,565 interns (73%) were randomly selected to

participate in the MRT (see Appendix B.1 for an explanation of this initial randomization).

These 1,565 interns were randomized according to Figure 4.2 starting on June 30, 2018 and

continued in the MRT until December 28, 2018. Interns were incentivized to participate in

the study by receiving the Fitbit and up to $125, distributed five times throughout the year

($25 each time) based on continued participation.

Of the 1,565 interns in the MRT, 56% were female, 49% had previously experienced
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1st Quartile Median Mean 3rd Quartile
Standard
Deviation

Average
daily mood 6.50 7.33 7.21 8.00 1.43

Average daily
step count 6,193 7,983 8,274 10,050 3,285

Average daily
hours of sleep 6.02 6.65 6.53 7.25 1.25

Table 4.2: Summary statistics of daily averages of mood, activity, and sleep during study,
averaged over each week of the study. These are the primary outcomes and moderators
used in the analyses of all study aims.

an episode of depression. The interns represented 321 different residency locations and 42

specialties. The study interns’ baseline information closely resembled the known charac-

teristics of the general medical intern population (Mata et al., 2015). Throughout the trial,

we measure intern mood valence, steps, and nightly sleep. Summaries of the weekly-level

averages of those data can be found in Table 4.2.

4.3.2 Main Findings

4.3.2.1 Primary Aim

We conclude that previous week’s average daily mood is a statistically significant neg-

ative moderator of the effect of notifications on average daily mood. The estimate for the

moderation is -0.052 (SE = 0.014 P = .001). The negative moderation implies that notifica-

tions performed better after weeks with low mood compared to weeks with high mood.

Figure 4.3 plots the estimated treatment effect at various values of the moderator. We

see from Figure 4.3 that the effect of notifications (compared to no notifications) was posi-

tive for weeks when previous mood was low, but negative for weeks when previous mood

was high. For example, when previous week’s average daily mood was 3, we estimated

that a week of notifications increased an intern’s average daily mood by 0.19 (effect size =

0.13). However, when previous week’s average daily mood was 9, we estimated that a week

of notifications decreased an intern’s average daily mood by 0.12 (effect size = -0.08). The
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Figure 4.3: Estimated treatment effects (compared to no notifications) of notifications on
average daily mood, at various values of previous week’s mood. The x-axis also contains a
scaled histogram of previous week’s average mood.

positive treatment effect switched to a negative effect when the previous week’s average

daily mood was 6.7.

Exploratory Sub-Aim

For each notification, we plotted the estimated treatment effect at various values of

the moderator. Essentially, we broke apart the moderation effect in Figure 4.3 into the

3 categories of notifications. The result is shown in Figure 4.4. We included the line

for general notifications from Figure 4.3 for reference. Figure 4.4 demonstrates that the

negative moderation by previous week’s average daily mood was present in all 3 categories

of notifications. Also, for all 3 categories of notifications, we see a positive treatment effect

(on average daily mood) when an intern’s previous mood is low, and a negative treatment

effect when previous mood is high.

When previous week’s average daily mood was 3, we estimated that a week of mood,

activity, and sleep notifications increased an intern’s average daily mood by 0.19, 0.16,

0.23 (effect sizes = 0.13, 0.11, 0.16), respectively. When previous week’s average daily

mood was 9, we estimated that a week of mood, activity, and sleep notifications decreased
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Figure 4.4: Estimated treatment effects (compared to no notifications) of different notifi-
cation categories on average daily mood, at various values of previous week’s mood. The
x-axis also contains a scaled histogram of previous week’s average mood.

an intern’s average daily mood by 0.12, 0.14, 0.09 (effect sizes = -0.08, -0.10, -0.06),

respectively.

4.3.2.2 Secondary Aim 1

We conclude that previous week’s average daily steps is a statistically significant neg-

ative moderator of the effect of activity notifications on average daily steps. The estimate

for the moderation is -0.039 (SE = 0.015, P = .013). The negative moderation implies that

activity notifications perform better after weeks with low step counts compared to weeks

with high step counts.

Figure 4.5 plots the estimated treatment effect at various values of the moderator. Note

that in Figure 4.5, for interpretability, we re-transformed the moderation effect back from

the analysis scale (square root step count) to the original scale (average daily step count).

We see from Figure 4.5 that the effect of activity notifications (compared to no notifications)

was positive for weeks when previous steps were low, but negative for weeks when previous
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Figure 4.5: Estimated treatment effects (compared to no notifications) of activity notifica-
tions on average daily steps, at various values of previous week’s step counts. The x-axis
also contains a scaled histogram of previous week’s average daily step count.

steps were high. For example, when previous week’s average daily step count was 5,625,

we estimated that a week of activity notifications increased an intern’s average daily step

count by 165 steps (effect size = 0.05). However, when previous week’s average daily step

count was 12,100, we estimated that a week of activity notifications decreased an intern’s

average daily step count by 60 steps (effect size = -0.02). The positive treatment effect

switched to a negative effect at 10,614 steps.

4.3.2.3 Secondary Aim 2

We conclude that previous week’s average daily sleep is a statistically significant nega-

tive moderator of the effect of sleep notifications on average daily sleep. The estimate for

the moderation is -0.074 (SE = 0.018, P < .001). The negative moderation implies that

sleep notifications perform better after weeks with low sleep compared to weeks with high

sleep.

Figure 4.6 plots the estimated treatment effect at various values of the moderator. Note

that in Figure 4.6, for interpretability, we re-transformed the moderation effect back from

analysis scale (square root sleep minutes) to the original scale (daily sleep minutes). Also
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Figure 4.6: Estimated treatment effects (compared to no notifications) of sleep notifications
on average daily sleep minutes, at various values of previous week’s hourly sleep. The x-
axis contains a scaled histogram of previous week’s average daily sleep count.

for readability, the x-axis is on the hourly scale, while the y-axis is on the minute scale.

We see from Figure 4.6 that the effect of sleep notifications (compared to no notifications)

was positive for weeks when previous sleep was low, but negative for weeks when previous

sleep was high. For example, when previous week’s average daily sleep was 5 hours, we

estimated that a week of sleep notifications increased an intern’s average daily sleep by 8

minutes (effect size = 0.11). However, when previous week’s average daily sleep was 8

hours, we estimated that a week of sleep notifications decreased an intern’s average daily

sleep by 5 minutes (effect size = -0.07). The positive treatment effect switched to a negative

effect at 6.9 hours.

4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Principal Findings

Overall, we found that the effects of notifications are negatively moderated by the sub-

ject’s previous measurement of the outcome of interest. Specifically, we found that the ef-
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fect of notifications on mood is negatively moderated by previous mood, with notifications

producing a positive (beneficial) effect on mood when previous mood is low but a negative

(harmful) effect when previous mood is high. For activity notifications, we found that the

effect on step count is negatively moderated by previous step counts, with activity noti-

fications having a positive (beneficial) effect on step count when interns were previously

inactive but a negative (harmful) effect on step count when interns were active. Similarly,

for sleep notifications, we found that the effect on sleep is negatively moderated by pre-

vious sleep duration, with sleep notifications having a positive (beneficial) effect on sleep

when subjects are sleep deprived but a negative (harmful) effect on sleep when subjects

have sufficient sleep.

4.4.2 Comparison with Other Studies

Other studies have also explored using real-time variables to determine the timing of

mhealth interventions for mental health and stress. In many of these studies, the timing was

based on proxies and predictors of stress and depression. For example, one study (Burns

et al., 2011) used self-reported mood to send messages when a user’s mood score was out-

side of their typical range. In another study (Smyth and Heron, 2016), interventions were

delivered whenever self-reported stress or negative affect was high. In Smyth and Heron

(2016), the authors validated the benefits of timing intervention delivery with a standard

RCT. Our work differs from this work because we used experimentation to learn the best

times to send interventions. We did not want to assume, beforehand, that interventions

were only needed during periods of low mood or high stress. The MRT design allowed us

to learn how to time intervention delivery.

There have been studies which sought to learn the best time to send interventions. Much

of that work is focused on in-the-moment interruptibility, i.e., times when a user is open

to interruption and willing to engage with a notification. For example, in one study (Pielot

et al., 2017), the authors found that phone usage, time of day, and location were strong
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predictors of a user’s willingness to engage with content (such as a game) provided via a

push notification. Another study (Sarker et al., 2014) found that location, affect, current

activity, time of day, day of week, and current stress are significant predictors of a user’s

willingness to respond to an EMA prompt. Another study (Bidargaddi et al., 2018) used an

MRT to causally demonstrate that notifications (which ask users to self-monitor) are more

effective when sent mid-day and on weekends. Our study also differs from this work. In

our study, the outcome was not focused on short-term engagement with the notification but

rather longer-term behavior change (i.e., improved weekly mood, activity, or sleep).

4.4.3 Implications

Our principal findings have implications for the development of mhealth interventions

aiming to improve mood, activity, and sleep for individuals in stressful work environments.

When developing high-quality mhealth interventions for this population, timing the de-

livery of notifications based on recent real-time data is essential. Delivering notifications

when previous measurements of mood, sleep, and activity are low (i.e., when improvement

is needed) can provide benefits to individual’s mood and behavior. However, delivering

notifications when those variables are high (i.e., when individuals are not in need of im-

provement) can potentially harm an individual’s mood and behavior.

4.4.4 Study Strengths

Using an MRT design and repeatedly randomizing interns throughout the trial allowed

us to assess causal effect moderation by time-varying measurements. With the large sam-

ple size (1,565 interns), we were able to detect the moderations of interest. The length of

the study (6 months), demonstrates that our conclusions are valid beyond the first few

months/weeks of the study. Finally, focusing the study on medical interns provided a

unique opportunity to assess the efficacy of mobile health interventions on wellness during

life and work stressors.
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4.4.5 Limitations

There are other analyses that should be conducted to answer additional questions. In

this paper, we only explored a linear moderation (β1) for all moderators of interest. Ex-

ploring a more flexible moderation model (e.g., including non-linear terms or interactions

between moderators) may demonstrate a more complex relationship. Also, the MRT de-

sign permits exploration of treatment effects and effect moderation at different time points

in the study. Since the study is 6 months long, it may be useful to assess the moderation at

each month in the study to understand how the moderation varies over time.

The results of the IHS MRT may not extrapolate to other populations because medical

interns are different from the general population in average education level and socioeco-

nomic status. Also, an intern’s work schedule is another important potential moderator.

Prior work (Sarker et al., 2014; Bidargaddi et al., 2018) has shown that mhealth message

effectiveness does vary based on whether it is weekday or weekend. We could not assess

this moderation, however, as work schedules were not reliably measured in this study. An-

other limitation in the study was the lack of message tailoring. Currently, the message

framing and wording was the same, no matter the intern’s current behavior. The messages

(see Table 4.1) are framed towards improving mood, sleep, and activity. This framing may

be frustrating to an intern who already has high mood or sufficient sleep/activity. Tailoring

the wording of the messages (Krebs et al., 2010; Hawkins et al., 2008) could potentially

eliminate the negative effect of messages when previous mood, sleep, or activity is high.

4.4.6 Future Iterations of the Intern Health Study

The IHS is an annual study which continues each year with a new cohort of interns

(The Sen Lab, 2019). This provides multiple trial phases to continually update, optimize,

and test interventions, and confirm findings from previous cohorts (Collins et al., 2007).

Starting in the fall of 2019, we will run another study to test new hypotheses with improved

interventions. Using the results and conclusions drawn from this study, in 2019 we plan to
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do the following:

1. Introduce tailored messages which are tailored based on an intern’s previous mood,

activity, and sleep (Krebs et al., 2010; Hawkins et al., 2008). For people with high

previous measurements, the messages will be framed towards maintenance of healthy

behavior, not improvement. The cutoffs that define ‘high’ and ‘low’ scores will be

based on data collected from the 2018 study.

2. Collect work schedule information. This information will be used to compare mes-

sage efficacy between work days and days off.

4.4.7 Conclusions

Overall, our study demonstrates the importance of real-time moderators for the devel-

opment of high-quality mhealth interventions, especially for individuals in stressful work

environments. There were times when the notifications were beneficial and times when

the notifications were harmful to the study participants. Developers of mhealth interven-

tions are encouraged to think deeply about the delivery of interventions and how real-time

variables can be used to determine the best delivery times. The MRT design allowed us to

discover real-time moderators. The design is useful for other app developers also aiming

to learn when to deliver notification messages.
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CHAPTER V

Future Work

With the goal of improving analysis methods and increasing applicability of sequential

randomized trials, there are a number of directions for future research. In this chapter, we

present a few of those possible directions.

5.1 Novel Designs of Cluster-randomized SMARTs

In the cluster-randomized SMART designs in Chapter III, all interventions and ran-

domizations (and re-randomizations) occur at the cluster-level. It may be useful to have

dynamic treatment regimes which include both individual-level and cluster-level interven-

tions. For example, in education, a dynamic treatment regime which first intervenes at

the classroom-level and then assesses response status and subsequently intervenes at the

student-level may be useful and cost-effective. To evaluate such a dynamic treatment

regime, the corresponding SMART would need to incorporate both individual-level and

cluster-level randomizations. Extending the statistical methods and sample size formulae

from Chapter III to such designs would be valuable. Some work in this area has already

been done (Ktsanes, 2017).
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5.2 Adaptively Randomized Sequential Randomized Trials in Scaled

Digital Learning Environments

Online optimization techniques, such as reinforcement learning and multi-armed ban-

dit algorithms, have become increasingly popular in scaled digital learning environments

(Liu et al., 2014; Clement et al., 2013; Segal et al., 2018; Rafferty et al., 2018). Compared

to the sequential randomized trials discussed in Chapter II, online optimization techniques

are beneficial because they aim to provide efficacious treatment to users currently receiving

interventions. However, in much of this online optimization work, intervention evaluation

is absent. Combining online optimization techniques with sequential randomized trials can

allow for broad exploration and evaluation of interventions, while simultaneously helping

individuals within the trial. Adaptively randomized sequential randomized trials have been

used in health (e.g., Cheung et al. 2015), but their use in scaled digital learning environ-

ments is minimal.

5.3 Incorporating Prediction into Dynamic Treatment Regimes

The development of prediction methods for high-dimensional data in mobile health and

online education is a large area of research. In mobile health, deep learning algorithms are

able to predict mood and stress using mobile sensor data (Taylor et al., 2017). In online ed-

ucation, real-time course data can be used to predict dropout (Gardner and Brooks, 2018).

Incorporating predictions into dynamic treatment regimes could be useful. For example,

a dynamic treatment regime could tailor future treatment delivery based on real-time pre-

dictions. Creating fast online prediction algorithms—that could be implemented on mobile

devices and at scale—could improve the applicability of prediction in dynamic treatment

regimes. Developing statistical methods and experimental designs to better evaluate the

use of predictions in dynamic treatment regimes would also be useful.
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5.4 Missing data in Micro-randomized Trials

Due to a variety of reasons including lack of self-report and not wearing wearables,

missing data can occur at high rates in mhealth studies (e.g., Burke et al. 2012; Scherer

et al. 2017, Figure B.3). Developing robust missing data techniques for mhealth MRTs

is challenging because of both the large number of re-randomizations and the continual

streams of sensor data which may be missing. There has been some work on developing

multiple imputation techniques for SMARTs (Shortreed et al., 2014). Extending those

methods to MRTs would be valuable.

There are many open research questions regarding the design and analysis of sequential

randomized trials. This thesis aimed to answer some of those questions. By developing

novel designs and analysis techniques for sequential randomized trials, data can be better

used to develop high-quality dynamic treatment regimes for interns coping with depression,

patients dealing with mental illness, and students hoping to learn through online courses.

Through this work, I hope those interns, patients, and students are a step closer to receiving

the care they need.
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APPENDIX A

Appendix of Chapter III

A.1 Derivation of Sample Size Formulae

Here we derive the sample size formulae. We begin by deriving the sample size formula

for a prototypical design with no covariates. Then we make simple extensions to derive the

formula under an ADEPT design and formulae when a cluster-level covariate is included.

All sample size formulae are based on primary aim (iv), that is the marginal mean compar-

ison of two DTRs that begin with a different initial treatment (i.e., E1,b2(Yij)−E-1,c2(Yij)).

For simplicity, these derivations assume the marginal mean model is parameterized as

follows.

For the Prototypical SMART we postulate a model of the form

µ(Xij, a1, a2;β,η) = β0I{a1 = 1, a2 = 1}+ β1I{a1 = 1, a2 = −1}

+ β2I{a1 = −1, a2 = 1}+ β3I{a1 = −1, a2 = −1}+ ηTXij.

For ADEPT we postulate a model of the form

µ(Xij, a1, a2;β,η) = β0I{a1 = 1, a2 = 1}+ β1I{a1 = 1, a2 = −1}
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+ β2I{a1 = −1}+ ηTXij.

Fitting the re-parameterized models will yield the exact same conclusions as fitting the

marginal mean models in Equations 3.1 and 3.2.

A.1.1 Prototypical Design without Covariates

For data arising from a prototypical SMART design, we derive the sample size formula

for detecting a significant difference between mean outcomes from two treatment regimens,

(b1, b2) and (c1, c2). Because we are interested in comparing two regimes starting with a

different initial treatment, without loss of generality, we let b1 = 1 and c1 = -1.

We are interested in testing the hypothesis

H0 : E1,b2(Yij)− E-1,c2(Yij) = 0

against the alternative

H1 : E1,b2(Yij)− E-1,c2(Yij) = δσ,

where σ =
√

(σ2
1,b2

+ σ2
-1,c2)/2, σ2

a1,a2
= Vara1,a2(Yij), and δ is the standardized effect size.

We make a series of assumptions to derive our sample size formulae. We highlight these

assumptions throughout our derivation to illustrate their use in the calculation. Note that

our sample size is developed for a fixed cluster size, m (extensions to the unequal cluster

size case can be done as in Kerry and Bland (2001)).

Our test statistic used for the hypothesis test is

Z =

√
N(µ̂(1, b2)− µ̂(-1, c2))√

τ̂ 2(1, b2) + τ̂ 2(-1, c2)− 2Ĉov(
√
Nµ̂(1, b2),

√
Nµ̂(-1, c2))

.

Here, τ̂ 2(a1, a2) is an estimate of the variance, τ 2(a1, a2) = Var(
√
Nµ̂(a1, a2)) which

can be calculated using the matrix, Σ̂θ̂, given in the supplementary material.
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In large samples and under assumption 3 described in the Sample Size Formulae sec-

tion, the distributions of µ̂(1, b2) and µ̂(-1, c2) can be approximated by a normal distribu-

tion, τ̂ 2(1, b2) ≈ τ 2(1, b2), τ̂ 2(-1, c2) ≈ τ 2(-1, c2), and Ĉov(
√
Nµ̂(1, b2),

√
Nµ̂(-1, c2)) ≈

Cov(
√
Nµ̂(1, b2),

√
Nµ̂(-1, c2)) = 0 (the covariance is 0 due to the independence of esti-

mators of marginal means with different initial treatments). Thus, Z approximately has a

standard normal distribution under the null hypothesis.

Note that these calculations are exactly the same as those highlighted in the Hypothesis

Testing section. Specifically, under the original parameterization, letting c = (0, 2, b2 −

c2, b2+c2, 0p)T then cT (β̂, η̂) = µ̂(1, b2)−µ̂(-1, c2) and cT Σ̂β̂,η̂ c = τ̂ 2(1, b2)+τ̂
2(-1, c2)−

2Ĉov(
√
Nµ̂(1, b2),

√
Nµ̂(-1, c2)).

Under the alternative, our test statistic is normal with approximate mean
√
Nδσ/

√
τ 2(1, b2) + τ 2(-1, c2) and variance 1. Doing standard power calculations (Oet-

ting et al., 2011) for a hypothesis test of size α, in order to obtain desired power of 1 − β,

we need to find N that satisfies

zβ ≈ −zα/2 +
δσ
√
N√

τ 2(1, b2) + τ 2(-1, c2)

N =
(zβ + zα/2)

2(τ 2(1, b2) + τ 2(-1, c2))
δ2σ2

. (A.1)

Everything in this formula can be explicitly found except τ 2(1, b2) and τ 2(-1, c2). Hence

we now aim to derive upper bounds for these variables in order to write our sample size

formula in terms of either known or easily elicited quantities.

Note that under the parameterization, for any DTR (a1, a2), τ 2(a1, a2) =

Var[
√
Nµ̂(a1, a2)] = [Σβ̂](a1,a2) = [J-1E[UiUT

i ]J
-1](a1,a2) , with Ui and J defined in the

supplementary material. Here, to simplify notation, in the 4x4 matrices, M = Σβ̂, J, or

E[UiUT
i ], we define [M](a1,a2) as the diagonal element corresponding to DTR (a1, a2) (e.g.,

the (3,3) element for DTR (−1, 1)). Also, the vector 1m is defined as the mx1 vector of 1’s.
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Lastly, as defined in the Sample Size Formulae section, pa1 is the probability of responding

given the cluster had received initial treatment a1.

After simplification, we find that J is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements

[J](a1,a2) = E[WiIi(a1,a2)1
T
mV-1

i,a1,a2
1m] = 1TmV-1

i,a1,a2
1m.

For E[UiUT
i ](a1,a2), we perform the following simplification

E[UiUT
i ](a1,a2)

= E[W 2
i Ii(a1,a2)1

T
mV-1

i,a1,a2
(Yi − µ(a1, a2))(Yi − µ(a1, a2))TV-1

i,a1,a2
1m]

= 1TmV-1
i,a1,a2

Ea1,a2 [Wi(Yi − µ(a1, a2))(Yi − µ(a1, a2))T ]V-1
i,a1,a2

1m

= 1TmV-1
i,a1,a2

[
2Ea1,a2 [(Yi − µ(a1, a2))(Yi − µ(a1, a2))T |R = 1]pa1

+ 4Ea1,a2 [(Yi − µ(a1, a2))(Yi − µ(a1, a2))T |R = 0](1− pa1)
]
V-1
i,a1,a2

1m

= 2 ∗ 1TmV-1
i,a1,a2

Σa1,a2V-1
i,a1,a2

1m

+ 2(1− pa1) ∗ 1TmV-1
i,a1,a2

Ea1,a2 [(Yi − µ(a1, a2))(Yi − µ(a1, a2))T |R = 0]

·V-1
i,a1,a2

1m.

To go from line 2 to 3, we assume Robin’s consistency assumption holds, i.e., that the

cluster’s observed outcomes equal the cluster’s potential outcomes under the observed DTR

(Robins, 1997). Under this assumption we are able to switch from E, which is an expected

value over observed data, to Ea1,a2 which is the expected value had the entire population

received DTR (a1, a2) (Neyman et al., 1935; Rubin, 1978).

For further simplification, we now make assumption 2. This assumption is equivalent

to assuming, for a specific DTR (a1, a2) (we drop the a1, a2 from the subscripts for conve-

nience) |(σ2
RρR− σ2

NRρNR)pa1 + (µR− µNR)2(pa1)(1− 2pa1)| ≤ (σ2
R− σ2

NR)pa1 + (µR−
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µNR)
2(pa1)(1 − 2pa1), where µR, σ2

R, ρR are the mean, variance, and ICC of responders

had the whole population received DTR (a1, a2), (i.e., µR = Ea1,a2(Yij|Ri = 1), σ2
R =

Vara1,a2(Yij|Ri = 1), ρR = Cova1,a2(Yi1, Yi2|Ri = 1)/Vara1,a2(Yij|Ri = 1)), similarly de-

fined for NR and non-responders (i.e., conditional on R = 0). Again, pa1 is the probability

of response, given initial treatment a1.

For DTR (a1, a2), this condition is satisfied if the probability of response is less than

or equal to 0.5 (which is typical for prototypical SMART designs), the non-responders of

that regimen have a variance which is less than or equal to the variance of responders of the

regimen, and both responders and non-responders have similar within cluster covariances.

Under assumption 2 and using our previous simplification we can bound our expression

for E[UiUT
i ](a1,a2) by

E[UiUT
i ](a1,a2) ≤

2(1 + (1− pa1)) ∗ 1TmV-1
i,a1,a2

Σa1,a2V-1
i,a1,a2

1m.

We next utilize the fact that our working covariance matrix, Vi,a1,a2 , is exchangeable.

With some linear algebra, this assumption allows us to perform the following simplification

2(2− pa1)1TmV-1
i,a1,a2

Σa1,a2V-1
i,a1,a2

1m
(1TmV-1

i,a1,a2
1m)2

=
2(2− pa1)1TmΣa1,a21m

m2
.

Next, using assumption 1, we exploit the exchangeable population covariance structure

(i.e., Cova1,a2(Yi) = σ2
a1,a2

∗ Exch(ρa1,a2), where ρa1,a2 = Cora1,a2(Yi1, Yi2)). Putting

everything together, we obtain

τ 2(a1, a2) = Var[
√
Nµ̂(a1, a2)]

3
= [J-1E[UiUT

i ]J
-1](a1,a2)

2

≤

2(2− pa1)1TmV-1
i,a1,a2

Σa1,a2V-1
i,a1,a2

1m
(1TmV-1

i,a1,a2
1m)2

=
2(2− pa1)1TmΣa1,a21m

m2

1
=

2(2− pa1)σ2
a1,a2

[1 + (m− 1)ρa1,a2 ]

m
, (A.2)
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where the numbering above the equalities and inequalities illustrates which assumption is

being used.

We utilize the across regimen covariance equality of assumption 1 in order to simplify

things further. Note that if one had good estimates of σ2
a1,a2

and ρa1,a2 , then you could

easily obtain N by plugging in the values into Equation A.2 and then using these estimates

in Equation A.1.

Using this equality, we combine Equation A.2 with Equation A.1 and simplify to obtain

N =
4(zβ + zα/2)

2

mδ2
· (1 + (m− 1)ρ) · (1 + (1− p1) + (1− p-1)

2
).

A.1.2 ADEPT Design without Covariates

All the calculations done above are nearly identical for the ADEPT case. The only

major difference arises from the lack of re-randomization of clusters receiving initial treat-

ment a1 = −1. This in fact makes the calculations simpler for τ 2(−1, .) In particular, we

assume assumptions 1 and 3, however, assumption 2 only needs to be assumed for DTR

(1,b2). Under these assumptions we obtain

τ 2(1, b2) ≤
2(2− p1)σ2

1,b2
[1 + (m− 1)ρ1,b2 ]

m
, τ 2(-1, .) =

2σ2
-1,.[1 + (m− 1)ρ-1,.]

m
. (A.3)

After utilizing the across regimen population covariance equality of assumption 1, we

combine the Equation A.3 with Equation A.1 and simplify to obtain

N =
4(zβ + zα/2)

2

mδ2
· (1 + (m− 1)ρ) · (1 + 1− p1

2
).

For this sample size formula, we actually only need to assume σ2
1,b2
≤ σ2

−1,. (as opposed to

the equality assumed in assumption 1) to ensure our power is larger than 1 - β.
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A.1.3 With a Cluster-Level Covariate

In this section, we write the sample size formulae when adding a single cluster-level co-

variate to the model (i.e., themx1 vector Xi , (Xi1, Xi2, . . . , Xim)
T = (Xi, Xi, . . . , Xi)

T ).

First, for DTR (a1, a2), we define σ2∗
a1,a2

, Ea1,a2 [Vara1,a2(Yij|Xi)], and ρ∗a1,a2 ,

Ea1,a2 [Cova1,a2(Yi1, Yi2|Xi)]/σ
2∗
a1,a2

, where the expectations are taken over Xi. Note in the

homoscedastic case, the expectation is unnecessary since the conditional variances and co-

variances are constant for all Xi.

The key to extending our formulae to the covariate case is observing that the numera-

tor of our sample size formulae will now be in terms of the average conditional (on X)

variances and ICCs, σ2∗
a1,a2

and ρ∗a1,a2 , while the denominator remains in terms of the

overall variance, σ2
a1,a2

. Since σ2
a1,a2

= σ2∗
a1,a2

+ η2V ar(Xi) and Cova1,a2(Yi1, Yi2) =

Ea1,a2 [Cova1,a2(Yi1, Yi2|Xi)]+ η
2V ar(Xi), then σ2∗

a1,a2
and ρ∗a1,a2 must be less than or equal

to σ2
a1,a2

and ρa1,a2 . Thus the numerator of our formulae is reduced while the denominator

remains the same. With some algebra, this reduction is shown to be 1 − Cor2(Yij, Xi).

Note that this reduction can be shown to be the same reduction arising from including a

cluster-level covariate in clustered RCTs, see Hedges and Rhoads (2009).

For simplification, we do all calculations assuming our covariate has mean 0 (this elimi-

nates covariance between our marginal mean estimates). When our covariate does not have

mean 0, one can show that mean centering our covariate does not change the value of our

test statistic, and hence does not change our power. Thus our sample size formulae remains

valid when the covariate does not have mean 0.

A.1.3.1 Prototypical Design

Using assumptions 1-3, the relationships above, and doing similar algebra as in the

non-covariate case (except now everything is in terms of σ2∗
a1,a2

and ρ∗a1,a2), we obtain for
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both DTRs of interest

τ 2(a1, a2) ≤
2(2− p1)σ2∗

a1,a2
[1 + (m− 1)ρ∗a1,a2 ]

m
. (A.4)

Making assumption 1 (on marginal population variances and correlations) will lead to

equality of expected conditional variances and correlations due to the simple relationship

between the conditional and marginal variances and covariances highlighted above. Hence

we define ρ∗ , ρ∗1,b2 = ρ∗−1,c2 and σ2∗ , σ2∗
1,b2

= σ2∗
-1,c2 .

We also take advantage of the fact that Cor21,b2(Yij, Xi) = η2Var(Xi)/σ
2
1,b2

=

η2Var(Xi)/σ
2
−1,c2 , i.e., is also equal across both regimes. We define Cor2(Y,X) ,

Cor21,b2(Yij, Xi) = Cor2−1,c2(Yij, Xi).

Ultimately, we obtain

N =
4(zβ + zα/2)

2

mδ2
(1 + (m− 1)ρ∗)(1 +

(1− p1) + (1− p-1)

2
)[1− Cor2(Y,X)].

A.1.3.2 ADEPT Design

Similar to the prototypical design, under assumptions 1-3, for DTR (1, b2) we obtain

the same bound as in Equation A.4. For DTR (-1, .), without utilizing assumption 2, we

obtain

τ 2(−1, .) =
2σ2∗
−1,.[1 + (m− 1)ρ∗−1,.]

m
.

And, utilizing equality of population covariance across regimens, we end with

N =
4(zβ + zα/2)

2

mδ2
(1 + (m− 1)ρ∗)(1 +

1− p1
2

)[1− Cor2(Y,X)].

Also, with some algebra, ρ∗ can be expressed as ρ∗ = (ρ−Cor2(Y,X))/(1−Cor2(Y,X)),

allowing our two covariate sample size formulae to be a function purely of ρ and Cor2(Y,X).
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A.2 Data-generative Models Used in Simulation Experiments

Below we describe how we generated data for our simulations.

A.2.1 Without Covariates

For Table 3.3, we generate data, (A1, R,A2,Y), using the values in Table A.1 and, for

each of the N clusters, doing the following:

1. Generate A1 to be 1 or -1 with equal probability

2. Generate R to be 1 with probability pA1 and 0 otherwise

3. Generate A2 to be 1 or -1 with equal probability, for clusters with A1 = 1, R = 0

4. Generate the mx1 vector Y = µA1,R,A21m + ε, where ε ∼ MVN(0m,ΣA1,R,A2),

where ΣA1,R,A2 = σ2
A1,R,A2

·Exchm(ρA1,R,A2). Here µA1,R,A2 , σ
2
A1,R,A2

, ρA1,R,A2 are

the cell means, variances, and ICCs since they correspond to each cell in Figure 3.1.

Simulation p1 p-1 µ1,1,. µ1,0,1 µ1,0,−1 µ−1,1,. µ−1,0,. σ2
1,1,.

Table 3.3, Row 1, Col 5 0.2 0.3 34.71 32.71 28 32.7 31 63.36
Table 3.3, Row 1, Col 6 0.2 0.3 34.71 32.71 28 32.14 31.44 63.36
Table 3.3, Row 1, Col 7 0.2 0.3 33.36 33.05 28 32.7 31 1

Simulation σ2
1,0,1 σ2

1,0,−1 σ2
−1,1,. σ2

−1,0,. ρ1,1,. ρ1,0,1 ρ1,0,−1 ρ−1,1,. ρ−1,0,.
Table 3.3, Row 1, Col 5 63.36 60 63.39 63.39 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0006 0.0006
Table 3.3, Row 1, Col 6 63.36 60 43 43 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0076 0.0076
Table 3.3, Row 1, Col 7 79.73 60 63.39 63.39 0.9 0.007 0.0 0.0006 0.0006

Table A.1: Pre-specified simulation values for Table 3.3

Under the specified means, variances, and ICCs in Table A.1, one can easily obtain the

desired marginal (over R) means, variances, and ICCs under a specific DTR using the laws

of total expectation and variation. For example, to obtain the marginal mean under DTR

(1,1), one would calculate µ1,1,.p1 + µ1,0,1(1 − p1). To calculate the variance under DTR

(1,1), one would calculate σ2
1,1,.p1+σ

2
1,0,1(1−p1)+p1(1−p1)(µ1,1,.−µ1,0,1)

2. To calculate
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the covariance under DTR (1,1), one would calculate σ2
1,1,.ρ1,1,.p1 + σ2

1,0,1ρ1,0,1(1 − p1) +

p1(1− p1)(µ1,1,. − µ1,0,1)
2.

When no assumptions were violated (row 1 of Table A.1), the cell means and variances

were first chosen to give marginal means and variances which are both similar to results ex-

pected in ADEPT and produce effect sizes matching Table 3.3. After obtaining the correct

effect size, the cell ICCs were then chosen also to match values specified in Table 3.3. To

violate assumptions (row 2 and 3 of Table A.1), the cell means, variances, and ICCs from

row 1 were altered to create the correct violations.

A.2.2 With a Cluster-Level Covariate

To generate data for Table 3.4, we use a continuous cluster-level covariate. We generate

data, (X,A1, R,A2,Y), using the values in Table A.2 and, for each of the N clusters, doing

the following:

1. Generate A1 to be 1 or -1 with equal probability

2. Generate R to be 1 with probability pA1 and 0 otherwise

3. Generate A2 to be 1 or -1 with equal probability, for clusters with A1 = 1, R = 0

4. Generate a single cluster-level covariate X from Normal(0,1)

5. a. Generate mx1 vector Y = (µA1,R,A2 + ηX)1m + ε for Column 6

b. Generate mx1 vector Y = (µA1,R,A2 + ηfk(X))1m + ε for Columns 7,8

where ε ∼ MVN(0m,ΣA1,R,A2), with ΣA1,R,A2 = σ2∗
A1,R,A2

· Exchm(ρ∗A1,R,A2
). Here

µA1,R,A2 , σ
2∗
A1,R,A2

, ρ∗A1,R,A2
are the cell means, conditional cell variances, and con-

ditional cell ICCs since they correspond to each cell in Figure 3.1. Also, fk is the

same piecewise function defined in the Simulations section (i.e., which is non-linear

outside of [−k, k]).
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Simulation k p1 p-1 η µ1,1,. µ1,0,1 µ1,0,−1 µ−1,1,. µ−1,0,. σ2∗
1,1,.

Table 3.4, Row 1, Col 6 0.2 0.3 4.47 34.94 32.94 28 32.7 31 63.36
Table 3.4, Row 1, Col 7 2 0.2 0.3 4.69 34.95 32.95 28 32.7 31 63.36
Table 3.4, Row 1, Col 8 1 0.2 0.3 6.66 34.98 32.98 28 32.7 31 63.36

Simulation σ2∗
1,0,1 σ2∗

1,0,−1 σ2∗
−1,1,. σ2∗

−1,0,. ρ∗1,1,. ρ∗1,0,1 ρ∗1,0,−1 ρ∗−1,1,. ρ∗−1,0,.
Table 3.4, Row 1, Col 6 63.36 60 63.39 63.39 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0006 0.0006
Table 3.4, Row 1, Col 7 63.36 60 63.39 63.39 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0006 0.0006
Table 3.4, Row 1, Col 8 63.36 60 63.39 63.39 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0006 0.0006

Table A.2: Pre-specified simulation values for Table 3.4

Under the specified conditional means, variances, and ICCs in Table A.2, one can again

obtain the desired conditional (on X only) and marginal means, variances, and ICCs under

a specific DTR using the laws of total expectation and variation. For example, to obtain

the conditional variance under DTR (1,1), one would calculate σ2∗
1,1 = σ2∗

1,1,.p1 + σ2∗
1,0,1(1−

p1)+p1(1−p1)(µ1,1,.−µ1,0,1)
2. For data generated as in 5a, to obtain the marginal variance

under DTR (1,1), one would calculate σ2
1,1 = σ2∗

1,1 + η2Var(X). For data generated as in

5b, we instead calculate σ2
1,1 = σ2∗

1,1 + η2Var(fk(X)). Both Var(X) and Var(fk(X)) can be

found using the known distribution of X .

The cell means, variances, and ICCs were chosen for the same reason as in the non-

covariate case. The parameter, η, was chosen to match the Cor(Y,X) values in Table 3.4.

A.3 Asymptotic results for the estimator

This section shows consistency and asymptotic normality of the proposed estimator.

These proofs are similar to those found in Lu et al. (2016) In Equation 3.3 the estimator

was presented with fixed working covariance matrices, Vi,a1,a2 := V(a1, a2,Xi). However,

in practice Vi,a1,a2 must be estimated. We represent Vi,a1,a2 by Vi,a1,a2(α̂), where α̂ arises

from estimation of Vi,a1,a2 (e.g., Vi,a1,a2(α̂) = σ̂2∗
a1,a2

Exchmi
(ρ̂∗a1,a2) in the Implementation

section).

Additionally, the known weights, Wi, can be estimated to improve efficiency (Robins

et al., 1995; Hernan et al., 2002; Hirano et al., 2003; Bembom and van der Laan, 2007;
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Brumback, 2009; Williamson et al., 2014). We also may want to allow weights to depend

on baseline covariates, Xi, information collected prior to first randomization, L0i, and in-

formation collected between the first and second randomization, L1i. Specifically, we allow

Wi = 1/[fA1|X,L0(A1i|Xi,L0i)fA2|X,L0,A1,L1,R(A2i|Xi,L0i, A1i,L1i, Ri)], where fA1|X,L0 and

fA2|X,L0,A1,L1,R are conditional probability mass functions for A1 and A2, respectively. We

represent Wi by Wi(γ̂), where γ̂ arises from estimation and Wi.

We also allow for cluster sizes to be unequal across observations since this is typical in

practice. Under these general settings, the estimating equation is

0 =
1

N

N∑
i=1

∑
(a1,a2)

Ii,a1,a2Wi(γ̂)

· D(Xi, a1, a2)
TVi,a1,a2(α̂)

-1(Yi − µ(Xi, a1, a2;β,η)).

(A.5)

We first demonstrate the consistency of the estimator found by solving this equation.

Theorem 1.1. Assume the marginal model is correctly specified, that is, Ea1,a2 [Yij|Xij] =

µ(Xij, a1, a2;β0,η0), where (β0,η0) is the true value for the parameter (β,η) in the

marginal mean model. Assume Yij is conditionally independent of Xik ∀k 6= j given Xij .

Also assume that there exists α+, γ0 such that
√
N(α̂ − α+) = Op(1) and

√
N(γ̂ − γ0) =

Op(1) (i.e., are bounded in probability), where Wi(γ0) ≡ Wi, the true inverse-probability

weight. Then the estimator (β̂, η̂) obtained by solving Equation A.5 is consistent for

(β0,η0).

Proof. Define θ = (β,η) to denote the marginal mean model parameters with true

values θ0 = (β0,η0). We denote the estimating equation in A.5 as

0 = 1/N
∑N

i=1 Ui(Zi;θ, α̂, γ̂),where Zi is all observed covariates and responses for cluster

i. It remains to show that E[Ui(Zi;θ0, α
+, γ0)] = 0p+q, from which consistency can be

established as done for the standard GEE estimator (Liang and Zeger, 1986). Here the

expectation is over observed data (with respect to the distribution of the observed data,

Pobs) as opposed to Ea1,a2 , which is an expectation over data arising as if all clusters had
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received DTR (a1, a2) (with respect to the distribution Pa1,a2).

Note that Ii,a1,a2/Wi is the Radon-Nikodym derivative between Pobs and Pa1,a2 . And

thus,

E[Ui(Zi;θ0, α
+, γ0)] =∑

(a1,a2)

Ea1,a2 [D(Xi, a1, a2)
TVi,a1,a2(α

+)-1(Yi − µ(Xi, a1, a2;θ0))]

∑
(a1,a2)

EXi
[D(Xi, a1, a2)

TVi,a1,a2(α
+)-1]Ea1,a2 [Yi − µ(Xi, a1, a2;θ0)|Xi]

= 0p+q.

The final equation equals zero due to the conditional independence and correct specification

of the marginal mean model.

We next prove the asymptotic normality of our estimator obtained in Equation A.5. We

borrow notation from the previous proof.

Theorem 1.2. Assuming mild regularity conditions, the same assumptions as in Theo-

rem 1.1, the cluster sizes are bounded, and that the weight parameter γ is obtained from

maximum likelihood estimation for treatment assignment probabilities, with a score func-

tion Sγ . Then
√
N((β̂, η̂)−(β0,η0)) is asymptotically multivariate normal with zero mean

and covariance matrix Σβ̂,η̂ = J-1(K− CB-1CT )J-1, where K, B, C, and J are given by

J = lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
i=1

E
∑

(a1,a2)

Ii,a1,a2Wi(γ0)

· D(Xi, a1, a2)
TVi,a1,a2(α

+)-1D(Xi, a1, a2),

K = lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
i=1

E[UiUT
i ],B = lim

N→∞

1

N

N∑
i=1

E[Sγ0,iS
T
γ0,i

],C = lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
i=1

E[UiSTγ0,i],

with Ui , Ui(Zi;θ0, α+, γ0).
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Proof: Using the same argument for GEE estimators (Liang and Zeger, 1986) we obtain

√
N(θ̂ − θ0) =

 lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
i=1

∂Ui(Zi;θ0, α
+, γ0)

∂θ

-1 1√
N

N∑
i=1

Ui(Zi;θ0, α
+, γ0)

+

 lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
i=1

∂Ui(Zi;θ0, α
+, γ0)

∂γ

√N(γ̂ − γ0)

+ op(1).

Using the fact that Sγ is the score function for γ̂ to express
√
N(γ̂−γ0) as a sum. Also,

using the fact that our cluster size is bounded combined with the Law of Large Numbers,

we write all long-run averages of random variables as long run averages of expectations.

Hence, we obtain

√
N(θ̂ − θ0) =

 lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
i=1

E

{
∂Ui

∂θ

}-1 1√
N

N∑
i=1

Ui−

 lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
j=1

E(UjSTγ0,j)

 lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
j=1

E(Sγ0,jS
T
γ0,j

)

-1

Sγ0,i

+ op(1)

= J-1 1√
N

N∑
i=1

(Ui − CB-1Sγ0,i) + op(1)→ Normal[0, J-1(K− CB-1CT )J-1].

Remark: Note that with unequal cluster sizes, Ui and Sγ,i are not identically dis-

tributed, and hence we must express our variances with long run averages. If cluster

sizes were equal, averaging would not be necessary and we would obtain K = E[UiUT
i ],

B = E[Sγ0STγ0 ],C = E[UiSTγ0 ], and J = E[∂Ui/∂θ].

To obtain estimates for our standard error of (β̂, η̂) we use plug in estimates of K, B,
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C, and J. Specifically, we set

Ĵ =
1

N

N∑
i=1

∑
(a1,a2)

Ii,a1,a2Wi(γ̂)

· D(Xi, a1, a2)
TVi,a1,a2(α̂)

-1D(Xi, a1, a2),

K̂ =
1

N

N∑
i=1

ÛiÛ
T
i , B̂ =

1

N

N∑
i=1

Sγ̂,iSTγ̂,i, Ĉ =
1

N

N∑
i=1

ÛiSTγ̂,i,

where Ûi = Ui(Zi; θ̂, α̂, γ̂).

Thus, the plug in estimator for Σθ̂ is Σ̂θ̂ = Ĵ -1(K̂ − ĈB̂-1ĈT )Ĵ -1 and we obtain

V̂ ar(θ̂) = 1/N · Σ̂θ̂.
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APPENDIX B

Appendix of Chapter IV

B.1 Additional Analyses

In this appendix we present additional analyses conducted for the 2018 Intern Health

Study MRT.

B.1.1 Main effects of notification categories on weekly outcomes

The first additional analyses conducted were the main effects analyses of all the mod-

erator analyses presented in the main paper. These analyses look at the non-moderated

effects of different categories of notifications on various outcomes. The analysis methods

are the exact same, except the model no longer contains an interaction between the treat-

ment and moderator (eliminating β1ZtMt). The outcome variables are still aggregated at

the weekly-level. These analyses answer the following questions:

1. What is the effect of notifications (of any category) on average daily mood compared

to no notifications?

2. What is the effect of mood notifications on average daily mood compared to no noti-

fications?
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Outcome
Mood Step Sleep

General
-0.029 (P = .003)
d = -0.020

Mood
-0.023 (p = .153)
d = -0.016

Activity
0.693 (P = .023)
d = 0.044

Notification
Category

Sleep
0.051 (P = .073)
d = 0.036

Table B.1: Effects (p-values) and effect sizes, d, of various notification categories on dif-
ferent outcomes. Effects are compared to a baseline of no notification.

3. What is the effect of activity notifications on average daily step count compared to

no notification?

4. What is the effect of sleep notifications on average daily sleep compared to no noti-

fications?

The results are presented in Table B.1. There is strong evidence of a negative effect of

notifications on mood. There is weak evidence of a negative effect of mood notifications on

mood. There is strong evidence of a positive effect of activity notifications on step counts.

Lastly, there is moderate evidence of a positive effect of sleep notifications on sleep. The

effect sizes for all of these effects are small.

B.1.2 Comparing Life Insights and Tips

In addition to comparing notification categories, we were also interested in comparing

notification types (life insights or tips). In the 2018 IHS MRT, life-insights and tips were not

randomly assigned, but were instead alternated deterministically (see Figure 4.2). However,

the decision between sending a notification and not sending a notification on a given day

was randomly assigned (with 50% probability). Hence, for this analysis, the efficacy of

different notification types is evaluated by comparing life-insight notification days to no-

notification days and comparing tip notification days to no-notification days. Since these
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Figure B.1: 95% confidence intervals and point estimates of the effects of life insights
(compared to no notification) and tips (compared to no notification) on daily step count,
mood, and sleep.

randomizations were done at the daily level, the outcomes of interest are also at the daily

level. The outcome is daily step count, daily mood, or nightly sleep duration on the day

a particular notification type was sent. Again, this analysis uses a weighted and centered

least squares estimator. Figure B.1 presents 95% confidence intervals and point estimates

of these effects.

Figure B.1 demonstrates there is moderate evidence that tips perform slightly better

than life insights for daily steps and sleep. There is moderate evidence of a positive effect

of tips on daily sleep. There is strong evidence of a negative effect of life insights on daily

step count. For daily mood, the effects of both life insights and tips are negative, and there

does not appear to be a difference between the two types.

The deterministic alternating between life insights and tips does make causal interpre-

tation of these effects difficult. Nonetheless, the analyses are informative and provide some

evidence of the different effects of notification types.
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Figure B.2: 95% confidence intervals and point estimates of the average PHQ-9 score at
baseline and 4 months into internship (quarter 1). Lower score corresponds to a lower
frequency of depressive symptoms.

B.1.3 Long-term Effects of Notifications on Mental Health

We were also interested in the long-term effects of notifications on intern mental health.

To assess the long-term effects, we included an additional baseline randomization prior

to the start of the internship. For this randomization, 25% of interns are randomized to

receive no notifications for the entire internship, while the other 75% would enter the MRT

and receive notifications under the scheme shown in Figure 4.2. To assess the long-term

mental health of interns, we use the PHQ-9 (Kroenke et al., 2001). The PHQ-9 score of

each intern is measured at baseline (prior to internship) and in November (4 months into the

internship). In the 2018 IHS, 546 interns were randomized to not receive notifications for

the entire internship, while 1,565 interns were randomized to receive notifications during

the internship. Point estimates and 95% confidence intervals of the average PHQ-9 score

of each group are shown in Figure B.2. For PHQ-9, a lower score corresponds to a lower

frequency of depressive symptoms.

Figure B.2 demonstrates there is no evidence of a positive effect (i.e., lower PHQ-9) of

notifications on average PHQ-9 score. In fact, the average PHQ-9 score for the notification

group is slightly larger than for the no notification group. This difference is not statistically

significant.
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B.2 Missing Data and Sensitivity Analyses

Missing data occurred throughout the intern health study. The primary aim’s outcome

(mood) was missing because interns failed to self-report. The other two secondary out-

comes (sleep and step count) were missing as collection required interns to wear their

Fitbits. Figure B.3 displays the percentage of interns with at least one non-missing sleep,

step, or mood observation for each week in the study. There was a downward trend in per-

centage of users with non-missing data. It is known that attrition over time is a major issue

in mobile health studies (Eysenbach, 2005). In this appendix, we explore the sensitivity of

the main results in the paper to missingness.

Figure B.3: Percentage of interns with at least one non-missing sleep, step, or mood obser-
vation for each week in the study

We provided sensitivity analyses for two different types of missingness in the outcome

of interest: dropout and weekly missingness. For the dropout sensitivity analyses, we

eliminated imputed data from users who dropped out from the study early. That is, if a user

stopped entering mood scores after November 1st, then for the mood outcome analyses, we

eliminated that user’s imputed data from November 1st onward. For weekly missingness

sensitivity analyses, we eliminated weeks with a large percentage of missing data in the
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outcome of interest.

B.2.1 Sensitivity of the Primary Aim Results

We evaluated the sensitivity of the estimate of the moderator, -0.052 (SE = 0.014, P =

.001), of previous week’s mood on the effect of notifications (of any category) on average

daily mood.

B.2.1.1 Dropout Sensitivity

We eliminated all imputed data for users after they have dropped out. For example, if

a user has stopped entering mood scores after November 1st, we removed all data for that

user after November 1st from the analysis.

The new estimate of the moderator is -0.039 (SE = 0.014, P = .006).

B.2.1.2 Weekly Missingness Sensitivity

In our analysis, we eliminated all weeks where more than 5 daily mood scores are

missing.

The new estimate of the moderator is -0.024 (SE = 0.013, P = .076).

B.2.1.3 Conclusions

The primary aim conclusions are mildly sensitive to missingness. The size of estimated

moderation for the primary aim was reduced when eliminating dropouts or weeks with a

large amount of missingness. The sign of the moderation remained negative, matching the

conclusions made in the paper.

B.2.2 Sensitivity of Secondary Aim 1 Results

We evaluated the sensitivity of the estimate of the moderation, -0.038 (SE = 0.015, P =

.013), of previous week’s step count on the effect of activity notifications on average daily
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step count.

B.2.2.1 Dropout Sensitivity

We eliminated all imputed data for users after they have dropped out. For example, if

a user has no step count data after November 1st we removed all data for that user after

November 1st from the analysis.

The new estimate of the moderator is -0.003 (SE = 0.020, P = .874)

B.2.2.2 Weekly Missingness Sensitivity

In our analysis, we eliminated all weeks where more than 5 daily step counts are miss-

ing.

The new estimate of the moderator is 0.004 (SE = 0.021, P = .858)

B.2.2.3 Conclusions

The secondary aim 1 conclusions are very sensitive to missingness. For both dropout

and weekly missingness, the moderation effect is now very close to 0.

B.2.3 Sensitivity of Secondary Aim 2 Results

We evaluated the sensitivity of the estimate of the moderation, -0.074 (SE = 0.018, P

= .001), of previous week’s sleep time on the effect of sleep notifications on average daily

sleep.

B.2.3.1 Dropout Sensitivity

We eliminated all imputed data for users after they have dropped out. For example, if a

user has no sleep data after November 1st, we removed all data for that user after November

1st from the analysis.

The new estimate of the moderator is -0.034 (SE = 0.025, P = .173)
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B.2.3.2 Weekly Missingness Sensitivity

In our analysis, we eliminated all weeks where more than 5 daily sleep times are miss-

ing.

The new estimate of the moderator is -0.044 (SE = 0.022, P = .044)

B.2.3.3 Conclusions

The secondary aim 2 conclusions are mildly sensitive to missingness. The size of mod-

eration for secondary aim 2 was reduced when eliminating dropouts or weeks with a large

amount of missingness. The sign the moderation remained negative, matching the conclu-

sions made in the paper.

B.2.4 Overall conclusions

Overall, this analysis has demonstrated some sensitivity of the conclusions to missing-

ness in the data. The conclusions of the primary aim and secondary aim 2 seem to be robust

to missingness. The conclusions for secondary aim 1, however, are very sensitive.

The reduction in effect size after dropping imputed data from the analysis could indicate

a few things. In the worst case, it could indicate that the large effect size is an artifact of

the imputation model itself. That is, the methods used to overcome the missing data are

biasing the estimates away from 0. On the other hand, the reduction in effect size could

indicate that the effect is strongest for interns with a large amount of missingness. In this

case, dropping the imputed data would bias the estimates towards 0. One of the challenges

of dealing with missing data is not knowing the truth because the data needed to distinguish

these two scenarios is missing.
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B.3 Further Details on the Statistical Methods

In this appendix, we provide further details on the statistical model, methodology, and

implementation used in the main paper. In this appendix, boldface is used to indicate

multi-dimensional column vectors. X′ indicates vector transpose.

B.3.1 Statistical Model

A linear model was used as a working model for the moderator analysis. The model is a

‘working’ model, as indicated by ''='', because the estimation methods do not require correct

specification of parts of the model not interacted with treatment, such as α′0Xt + α1Mt

below.

In all aims Xt is an 11-dimensional vector of control covariates. The control covari-

ates used in all analyses are baseline sex, baseline PHQ-9 score, baseline depression his-

tory, baseline neuroticism, pre-internship average daily mood, pre-internship average daily

square root step count, pre-internship average daily square root sleep minutes, previous

week’s average daily mood, previous week’s average daily square root step count, previous

week’s average daily square root sleep minutes, and study week. α0 is the corresponding

11-dimensional vector of coefficients for the 11 control covariates. Mt is the 1-dimensional

moderator of interest. Yt is the outcome of interest. Zt is the treatment indicator. In the

primary aim, Zt is 1-dimensional, with Zt = 1 indicating a notification week of any cate-

gory and Zt = 0 indicating a no notification week. In the secondary aims and exploratory

sub-aim, the treatment is no longer binary since there are 4 possible notification categories.

Zt is now a 3-dimensional vector which encodes 3 indicator variables: activity notification

weeks (Zt = (1, 0, 0)′), sleep notification weeks (Zt = (0, 1, 0)′), mood notification weeks

(Zt = (0, 0, 1)′), or no-notification weeks (Zt = (0, 0, 0)′). Below are the working models

used in analyses.
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B.3.1.1 Primary Aim

E(Yt|Xt,Mt, Zt) ''='' α′0Xt + α1Mt + β0Zt + β1ZtMt =

α01Xt1 + α02Xt2 + · · ·+ α0,11Xt11 + α1Mt + β0Zt + β1ZtMt

In the primary aim, Yt is average daily mood and Mt is average daily mood of the

previous week.

B.3.1.2 Secondary Aims and Exploratory Sub-aim

E(Yt|Xt,Mt,Zt) ''='' α′0Xt + α1Mt + β
′
0Zt + β

′
1ZtMt =

α′0Xt + α1Mt + β01Zt1 + β02Zt2 + β03Zt3 + β11Zt1Mt + β12Zt2Mt + β13Zt3Mt

In secondary aim 1, Yt is average daily square root step count and Mt is average daily

square root step count of the previous week. In secondary aim 2, Yt is average daily square

root sleep count and Mt is average daily square root sleep count of the previous week. In

the exploratory aim, Yt is average daily mood andMt is average daily mood of the previous

week.

B.3.2 Methodology

To estimate the coefficients of interest, we used the weighted and centered least squares

estimator outlined in Boruvka et al. (2018). The method is robust to misspecification of

parts of the model not interacted with treatment.

The methods developed in Boruvka et al. (2018) are useful for robust estimation when

treatment assignment probabilities are time-varying (for example, an MRT where the prob-

ability of treatment assignment is based on data collected throughout the trial). In the IHS

MRT, the treatment assignment probabilities were constant across weeks. Because of this,

in the estimating equation, all weights were equal to 1 and the centering term, ρ, was con-

stant (ρ = 0.75 in primary aim, ρ = (0.25, 0.25, 0.25)′ in secondary/exploratory aims).

The method also uses the standard sandwich estimator for robust standard error estima-

tion (Huber et al., 1967). As mentioned in Boruvka et al. (2018), an independent working
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correlation matrix was used to prevent biased estimation of coefficients.

The estimating equation approach with robust standard error estimation is advantageous

because it does not require distributional assumptions on the continuous outcomes. The

approach also permits arbitrary dependencies between observations in the data, as was

expected with the repeatedly measured outcomes.

B.3.3 Implementation

The method was implemented in R using the package geepack (Halekoh et al., 2006).

The method was implemented using the standard geeglm function with a centered treatment

indicator. That is, for the primary aim Zt was transformed to Zt− ρ, and for the secondary

aims and exploratory aims Zt was transformed to Zt − ρ.

Since multiple imputation was used to deal with missingness, the coefficients and stan-

dard errors were estimated for each imputed data set. The coefficients and standard errors

were combined across multiple imputations using Rubin’s rules. The testestimates function

in the mitml R package (Grund et al., 2016) was used to combine estimates.

Code will be made available on the first author’s website.
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